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 ver wonder what it would be like to
I" j move a library? Not the building,
though, just the books.
In fact, 250,000 books plus loads of
micro-forms, magazines, and some
furniture.
In an understatement, it’s no small task.
Just ask David Jensen, Hope’s director
of libraries, and Joyce Nielsen, circulation
technician, who coordinated the Van-
Zoeren-Library-to-Van-Wylen-Library
book-moving adventure.
With a small army of students and 70
specially designed book carts, the major
move to Hope's newest facility took place
over the three-week period of winter break
( Dec . 2 1 - Jan . 8) . From A to Z , books were
moved with orderly expediency under
Jensen and Nielsen’s watchful eyes.
Plywood paths lined Van Wylen’s floors
to protect the new carpeting since students
made their transitional beelines on a
predicted route.
The move was also somewhat facilitated
by the fact that the Van Zoeren and Van
Wylen buildings are attached at the ground
and second floors. "But the biggest
bottleneck was always at the elevators,”
Nielsen said, ’’and the fact that we have
to maneuver through this obstacle course
otherwise known as a library.”
The science library from the Peale
Science Center was also moved to Van
Wylen Library. Luckily, the Peale Center
is just across the street from the new
facility.
On over 20 miles of shelves and 92,000
square feet of building space, the
thousands of books, magazines, and
micro-forms came to rest in a new home.
Finally, onThursday, Jan. 14, the new Van
Wylen Library officially opened its doors
for student use. A formal dedication will
be held on Thursday, April 21.
(see page 6 for more coverage.)
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From the editor
In this year of the 1 00 th anniversary of
the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA), Hope College is
proud to be associated with oldest
continuous athletic conference in the
nation. Celebrations have been held;
past and present coaches, commission-
ers, and athletes praised. But in this
issue of news from Hope College, we're
doing our share to recognize excellence
in collegiate athletic governance on
pages 10-11. Much of the information
garnered for this story was found in
Celebrating a Century of the Student-
Athlete, a book soon to be published
commemorating the league’s 100 years.
CAMPUS NOTES
Harvey Blankespoor Eugene Jekel
ENDOWED CHAIRS AWARDED:
Two Hope natural science professors were
awarded endowed professorships by the
Board of Trustees at the Winter Convocation
ceremony held Thursday, Jan. 14.
Dr. Harvey Blankespoor, professor of
biology, was awarded the Rev. Frederich
Garrett and Helen Floor Dekker Endowed
Professorship, while Dr. Eugene Jekel,
professor of chemistry, received the
Edward A. and Elizabeth Hofma Endowed
Professorship.
Dr. Blankespoor, a Hope faculty member
since 1976, is a nationally recognized
expert in parasitology for his research on
diseases in North America, Ecuador, and
the Sudan. Dr. Jekel, who joined the Hope
faculty in 1955, is a renowned chemistry
teacher. In 1985, he was honored with the
Catalyst Award, given by the Chemical
Manufacturers Association, for excellence
in teaching and in 1987, he also received
the Hope College Distinguished Alumni
Award.
PROFS PUBLISH: Political science
professors Jack Holmes and Robert Elder
have signed an agreement with McGraw-
Hill Publishing Company for publication of
their textbook, U.S. Government: Funda-
mentals and Alternative Viewpoints.
The third author of the book is Prof.
Michael J. Engelhardt, a 1979 Hope
College graduate who was a visiting
professor at Hope for two years and now
teaches at Vanderbilt University.
Holmes, Elder and Engelhardt have been
working on the development of the book
for several years, and have tested it on a
numberof Hope College classes. It will be
published in late 1989 with a 1990
copyright.
GRANTS RECEIVED:
The Hope chemistry department has been
awarded a highly prestigious grant from the
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation,
Inc. of New York, N. Y. which will bring a
Teaching Fellow to the college for a year.
The Dreyfus Foundation supports many
fields of chemistry research and teaching and
introduced an innovative program designed
to encourage gifted, new Ph.D. recipients to
choose careers in chemistry teaching and
research at liberal arts colleges.
The program, called the New Grant
Program in Chemistry for Liberal Arts
Colleges, was directed to undergraduate
institutions which have a highly successful
record of educating,chemists. In the
summer of 1987, 57 such institutions were
invited to submit proposals to the Founda-
tion. Hope College was one of only 10
schools to receive the award.
“The list of the ten colleges selected by
the Dreyfus Foundation really is a who's
who of liberal arts institutions. We're
extremely proud to be associated with this
group." said Dr. Rodney Boyer, professor
of chemistry and chairperson of the depart-
ment. Boyer is the director of the grant and
will serve as the Mentor to the Teaching
Fellow.
Hope will receive a S45 ,000 grant for the
1988-89 academic year and one summer. Of
this total, $25,000 will support the teaching
fellowship; $5,000 will support a program of
the college’s design involving high school
chemistry teachers in research projects; and
the balance will be available to purchase
equipment and fund discretionary needs.
English professor Jack Ridl is the
recipient of a $6,400 Creative Artists grant
from the Michigan Council for the Arts in
recognition of his work as a poet and in
support of his most recent project. "The "
Gym," a collection of writings which uses
a small town high school gymnasium and
its happenings as American mythology. In
Ridl's writings, the Gym itself takes on a
mythic nature and is inhabited by Coach,
Fan. Ref, Cheerleader. Crowd, Custodian,
Team and Player.
Ridl was selected for the award by
national judges and poets outside Michigan.
Each year the Michigan Council for the Arts
selects artists from all fields to be recog-
nized for their achievement and promise.
As a widely published poet, Ridl's works
have appeared in The Georgia Review, the
New York Quarterly, Yankee, and many other
literary magazines. In 1985. his book. T/ic
Same Ghost, was published by Dawn Valley
Press.
The computer science department
will receive a $9,375 grant over the
Quote, unquote is an eclectic sampling
of things being said at and about Hope
College.
The future of capitalism can be
improved in practice and theory with the
influence of an inclusive perspective,
the chairman of Herman Miller, Inc.
stated at the Hope College Winter
ConvocationThursday night in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
The convocation marked the opening
of the second semester of the 1987-88
academic year.
Max O. DePree, also chairman of the
Hope College Board ofTrustees, told the
audience that “one of the great problems
of the capitalist system during its first
couple of hundred years is that it has
been primarily an exclusive system. It
has been built primarily around contrac-
tual relationships, and it has excluded
too many people from both its process
and a generally equitable distribution of
results."
Entitling his address, "Whither
Capitalism?,” DePree said an inclusive
capitalistic system would aim, not
primarily at results although that is a
significant possibility, but toward
embodying the concept of persons. A
substantial concept of persons must
underlie an inclusive system.
DePree began by evoking the words
from Saint Paul’s letter to the Corint-
hians: "Who serves as a soldier at his
own expense? Who plants a vineyard
without eating any if its fruit? Who tends
a flock without getting some of its milk?
. . . For it is written in the Law of Moses,
‘You shall not muzzle an ox when it is
treading out grain.’ Is it for oxen God is
concerned?”
As the author of “The Art of Leader-
ship" to be published next month by the
Michigan State University Press, DePree
explained that the public has been placed
under tremendous pressure, particularly
by advertisers, to think that they need
something that displays exclusiveness
and reinforces the idea of watching out
only for one’s own self.
“When one sits back quietly and
thinks about it, these attitudes are, in
fact, simply the implementation of
selfishness. Exclusiveness breeds
selfishness."
DePree commented that capitalism
can become an inclusive process, a more
personal endeavor, by acknowledging
both a Christian and humanistic concept
of people , by realizing that each person
is needed and has a gift to bring. He
added that the inclusive system requires
people to be insiders.
Defining the inclusive approach has
three parts, DePree said. People need to
feel included; an organization, corpora-
tion or college, must be a place where
people can fulfill their potentials; and
inclusive capitalism requires something
from everyone.
Concluding his remarks, DePree said
that “it is more difficult, but far more
important, to be committed to a corporate
concept of persons, the diversity of
human gifts, covenantal relationships,
lavish communications, to the idea of
including everyone, and believing that
leadership is a condition of indebtedness.
Even with this commitment, we should
hope that our efforts at opening doors
into the capitalist system is directly
connecting questions to answers. But
one of the most haunting questions for




TWO NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, FEBRUARY 1988
NEW BUILDING PROJECT: The Hope College Board of Trustees have authorized the seeking of construction bids for the renovation ofVanderWerf (left) and Van Zoeren Halls.
Estimated to cost $4 2 million the project will begin this summer and should be completed in January 1990. It will be partially funded by the college 's recently completed Campaign
for Hope fund-raising drive. The academic departments of economics and business administration, education, computer science, mathematics, physics, sociology and the Academic
Support Center will be housed in the two facilities. The renovation and connecting link will provide new classrooms, lecture halls, laboratories, and faculty’ offices.
next three years from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) of Washington, D.C.
Under the direction of Dr. Herbert L.
Dershem, professor of computer science
and chairperson of the department, the
grant is entitled "CSNET Membership in
Support of Computer Science Research."
CSNETis a computer science network
that links many educational institutions
conducting research work in that field. It
allows quick distribution of research
results, ideas, and questions to its member
institutions. The grant will pay for Hope's
membership fee and communication costs.
CRITICAL ISSUES: The ninth
annual Critical Issues Symposium, entitled
"Medicine and Morality: Health Care and
Human Care." will be heldTuesday, March
1 and Wednesday, March 2. Classes will not
be session on Wednesday to facilitate
increased attendance.
The keynote speakers include Daniel
Callahan, Sidney Callahan and Stanley
Havcrwas. Daniel Callahan is the director
of the Hastings Center, an institute of
society ethics and the life sciences, founded
in 1969. which was the first braintrust
dealing with questions on medical ethics.
Sidney Callahan is a noted author and an
associate professor of psychology at Mercy
Col lege of Dobbs Ferry, N . Y. , and Stanley
Flaverwas is a professor of ethics at Duke
University Divinity School and has pub-
lished his works extensively.
This year's co-chairpersons for the
Symposium are Dr. Allen Verhey, professor
of religion, and Dr. James Gentile, the










dean for the natural
sciences, Provost
Jacob E. Nycnhuis announced.
In August. Dr. Gentile will succeed Dr.
Irwin Brink who will return to full-time
teaching in the college’s chemistry depart-
ment this fall.
Dr. Gentile, a member of the faculty
since 1976. is an internationally recognized
expert in the field of environmental car-
cinogenesis, the study of physical and
chemical agents present in the environment
that may cause cancer in humans.
In 1983, a scientific report he co-authored
on the subject appeared in Science
magazine, a top-drawer weekly journal of
the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. He has also published over
60 scientific articles in his field of study.
For his extensive research. Dr. Gentile
has received many grants from outside
agencies, most notably a S579.728 four-
year award in 1983 from the National
"institutes of Health to continue his study of
how plants metabolize chemicals such as as
pesticides and insecticides and how these
carcinogens enter the food chain. It was the
largest grant ever awarded a Hope College
science professor.
PROF’S MUSICAL TOUR: Charles
Aschbrenner, professor of music at Hope,
recently returned from an 18-day tour of
Portugal which was arranged under the
auspices of the American Embassy.
The tour included recitals in Oporto,
Faro, Funchal, the opera house in Lisbon,
as w'ell as programs at four conservatories
including Lisbon's National Conservatory.
Aschbrenner also performed a program
and was guest of honor at a dinner reception
at the residency of the American ambas-
sador with chairman of the Parliament, His
Excellency Professor Crespo in attendance.
UNIQUE DEDICATION: Though
the new VanWylen Library opened its doors
to the Hope community on Thursday, Jan.
14 (see pages 1 & 6), its formal dedication
will not occur until warmer weather
inhabits West Michigan. On Thursday, April
21 . Hope College will celebrate the comple-
tion of the new facility with a rousing
Renaissance Fair, complete with parade,
jugglers, horses, street singers, and colorful
banners. The events will continue through-
out the entire day since classes have been
cancelled.
The distinguished speaker at the dedica-
tion ceremony will be Dr. John Hope
Franklin, an American historian, who will
also receive an honorary degree. Dr.
Franklin, the James B. Duke professor
emeritus at Duke University, is the author
of 10 books dealing with Southern and
black history. He was one of the prominent
historians who provided the Supreme Court
with historical background for the now
famous Brown v.v. Board of Education. Dr.
Franklin also recently testified at the Senate
hearings of the now-defeated nomination of
Judge Robert Bork to the Supreme Court.
THEATRE HAS NOH MASK:
When President Emeritus Gordon J. Van
Wylen returned from Meiji Gakuin University
of Tokyo, Japan after receiving an honorary
degree last May, he also returned with a gift
of an authentic Noh theatre mask given by
Hope's sister institution. Dr. Van Wylen
promptly gave the mask to Prof. George
Ralph for use in his Asian theatre course.
Noh is the classical drama in Japan, with
music and dance performed in a highly
stylized manner by elaborately dressed
actors on an almost bare stage. The mask
Hope received has the name "Waka-onna.”
TRUE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT: This
year’s Bethlehem Fund, formerly known as
the Hope College Christmas Tree Fund. '
doubled its $ 1 .000 goal and raised over
$2,000 from Hope faculty, staff, and students
for needy families in Grand Rapids, Mich,
during the 1987 holiday season.
Twenty baskets filled with a ham, toys,
fruit and other household goods were
delivered by Hope students to families in
the Grand Rapids area. Hope’s assistant
chaplain Scott Van Arendonk and students
from the MOCP (Ministry of Christ's
People) decided to donate the baskets to
families who couldn't afford the trimmings
of a Christmas celebration.
With the additional funds raised, the
Bethlehem Fund, an annual college event,
also provided money to Crossroads Chapel,
a Hispanic outreach program in Holland,
and to a local family who lost their home
to fire.
FCA WINS TOP HONOR: The
Hope College Fellowship of Christian
Athletes (FCA) chapter was recently named
the Michigan Huddle Group of the Year by
the FCA State Board of Directors.
Hope’s chapter was awarded FCA's state
top honor because of its activities on and
off campus. There are approximately 200
FCA members at Hope who meet once a
week. The meetings consist of a guest
speaker, singing, and prayer time.
Ed Green, the FCA advisor at Albion
College, nominated Hope's chapter for the
award. "In terms of the number of students
who meet regularly on Monday nights and
the things they do for fellowship and
furthering the teachings of Christ. Hope's
FCA group is outstanding," said Green.
Through various fund-raisers. Hope's FCA
supports mission projects such as sponsoring
a child from a Third World country and
Holland’s Community Action House.
FCA is a college-sanctioned group.
Although the name implies it is meant only
for athletes, the group stresses that their
ministry of personal and interpersonal
Christian growth is appropriate for anyone
who owns a pair of tennis shoes.
This year's officers of FCA are: first
semester president, senior Tom Grabill of
Wyoming, Mich.; second semester presi-
dent, senior Amy Affleck of Binghamton,
N.Y.; vice president, junior David Kingma
of Grand Rapids, Mich; secretary, junior
Elizabeth Veldink of Jenison, Mich.: and
treasurer, senior Matt Van Istendal of
Lousiville, Ky. The group’s faculty advisor
is Terri McFarland. Hope’s women’s
basketball coach.
RHODES FINALIST: Senior Craig
Sharp was this year's Hope College Rhodes
Scholarship candidate. Sharp, a French and
history double major, was one of 12
Michigan nominees for the Rhodes before
his road to the scholarship ended, according
to Dr. Neal Sobania, director of interna-
tional education and advisor of Hope's
Rhodes candidates. An outstanding student.
Sharp was named a Summer Language
Fellow last year by the Program for Inter-In-
stitutional Collaboration in Area Studies.
He was given the opportunity to study
Arabic in an intensive training program at
the University of Michigan.
LETTERS:
On Oct. 9. .1987, Russ DeVette and I
were guests of the Alumni "H" Club at a
dinner at the new Holiday Inn of Holland.
We would like to thank club President Ron
Boeve for organizing the evening and all
who were so generous in making it so
special for us. Kind words were spoken on
our behalf by Ek Buys, Sr, Ken Weller, Jim
Bultman, Peter Semeyn, and Bill Vander-
bilt, Sr, and we are humbled by those
expressions. Three-hundred-four people
were able to attend and numerous others
phoned or penned their genuine regrets. We
are grateful for Hope people who have
provided us with 30 plus years of joy in
sport. Our appreciation wants for adequate








Interlochen Arts Academy String Quartet — Thursday,
Feb. 18: Dimnent Memorial Chapel. 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, Feb. 21 :
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
*Great Performance Series — Thursday, Feb. 25:
Featuring flutist Gary Schocker; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Contemporary Piano Festival — Friday, Feb. 26:
Featuring pianist David Pocock; Wichers Auditorium,
8 p.m.
Contemporary Piano Festival — Saturday, Feb. 27:
Featuring pianist William Cerny; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Hope College Orchestra Concert — Friday, March 4:
Featuring clarinetist David Wright; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, March 6:
Featuring pianist Charles Aschbrenner; Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 4 p.m.
Student Recital — Thursday, March 10: Wichers
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
**Michigan Pianist Series — Friday, March 1 1 :
Featuring pianist Leslie Tung; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Chamber Winds Faculty Concert — Sunday, March 13:
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
***March Fesitval — Monday, March 14: Featuring
the Children’s Choir; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8p.m.
***March Festival — Tuesday, March 15: Featuring
the Festival Choir in a Celebration in Song-, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Black Artists Series — Wednesday, March 16:
Featuring jazz legend Art Farmer, trumpeter; Maas
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
:f:**March Festival — Friday, March 18: Featuring the
High School Choir Celebration; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 7:30 p.fn.
***March Festival — Saturday, March 19: Grand
Finale Concert; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m.
Faculty Recital — Tuesday, March 29: Featuring
soprano Laura Floyd and pianist Joan Conway; Wichers
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
ADMISSIONS
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
*Great Performance Series — Thursday, April 7:
Featuring Music by Three — cellist Christopher
Kostanza, clarinetist Daniel McKelway, and pianist
Reina Dokshninky; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital — Friday, April 8: Featuring tenor Paul
Harper and oboist Alan Diekman;Wichers Auditorium,
8 p.m.
Senior Recital — Saturday, April 9: Featuring pianist
Connie Jennings; Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, April 10:
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
*For ticket information, call (616) 394-6996.
**For ticket information, call (616) 394-7650.
***For ticket information, call (616) 392-1604 or 392-6921.
Theatre
Sarcophagus by Vladimir Gubaryen — Feb. 19, 20,
24-27
Written by the science editor of Pravda, this tragic,
moving play is set in an isolation clinic receiving
victims of the Chernobyl explosion taking the viewer
to the center of the disaster and into the heart of a
terrifying new human predicament.
DANCE XIV — March 10-12
Adiverse student and professional performance of jazz,
ballet, tap, and modem dance.
DePree Art Gallery Exhibits
Austrian Prints by Wunderlich and Hundertwaser
- Feb. 20 - March 27
Graduating Senior Show — April 1 - May 8
Service of Tenebrae — Wednesday, March 30:
Featuring the College Chorus and Collegium Musicum;
Visitation Days — Feb. 19, March 4, April 1
For prospective students, including transfers, high
school juniors and seniors. Visitations are intended to
show students and their parents a typical day in the life
of Hope College. Ample opportunities to meet students,
faculty, and staff.
Junior Day — Friday, April 15
A day designed specifically for high schoo! juniors and
their parents to help them begin the college search
process.
Pre-Medicinc and Pre-Engineering Day — Thursday,
May 12
Special activities for high school juniors interested in
becoming medical doctors or engineers.
Explorientation ’88 — July 17-23
A ‘mini-college’ experience for students who will be
juniors and seniors in high school for the fall of 1988.
For further information, about any Admission program, call
(616) 394-7850.
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
Critical Issues Symposium — Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 1-2
“Medicine and Morality: Health Care and Human
Care." (see page 3)
Danforth Lecture — Thursday, March 28: Winants
Auditorium in Graves Hall, 3:30 p.m.
Dr. Martin Marty, a leading theologian from the Univer-
sity of Chicago Divinity School, will address contempo-
rary ethical issues from a Christian perspective.
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
Hope College Chapel Choir Tour
Thursday, March 17 Beverly Heights United
Presbyterian Church
Mount Lebanon, Penn.
Friday, March 18 Addisville Reformed Church
Richboro, Penn.




Monday, March 21 United Reformed Church
Somerville, N.J.
Tuesday, March 22 Locust Valley Reformed Church
Locust Valley, Long Island. N.Y.
Wednesday, March 23 Old Dutch Reformed Church
Kingston, N.Y.
Thursday, March 24 First Reformed Church
Schenectady, N.Y.
Friday, March 25 First Reformed Church
Rochester, N.Y.
Sunday, April 17 Faith Reformed Church
Traverse City, Mich.
Sunday,' April 24 Home concert
Dimnent Memorial Chapel
Regional Dinners
This year, alumni and friends across the country will
have the opportunity to meet the 10th president of Hope
College, Dr. John H. Jacobson, and his wife. Dr. Jeanne
Jacobson, at dinner event in an area near you. Upcoming
dates appear below.
Feb. 23 Los Angeles
Feb. 24 San Francisco
Feb. 25 Denver
March 10 St. Louis
March 23 Minneapolis/St. Paul
-April 27 Washington, D.C.
For further information, please call the Office of Public Relations at
(616) 394-7860.
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Friday, Feb. 12 - Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 17 - Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Wednesday, March 2 - Critical Issues Symposium
Thursday, March 17 - Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Sunday, March 27 - Residence Halls Open, Noon
Monday, March 28 - Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
Thursday, April 21 - Van Wylen Library Dedication
SPORTS
Hope Sports Hotline — Get up-to-the-minute sports
reports by calling (616) 394-7888.This year's annual dance concert. Dance XIV, will be held March 10-12.
FOUR NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, FEBRUARY 1988
Stid stands his ground in England
by Sue Christian ’88
X That does Rhodes Scholar Dan StidW ’87 miss most about life in the
United States? Cookies and cream ice
cream, that’s what.
After four months of studying at Oxford
University in England, the 1987 Hope
graduate has adjusted well to graduate level
academics; to a cosmopolitan array of new
friends; to playing rugby British-style; and
to doing without some of the comforts of
home, like certain flavors of ice cream.
Many of Stid’s preconceptions of what
life at Oxford would be like have been
confirmed. The beauty, history, and ar-
chitecture of the university fulfilled his
imaginings: “There is an aura, a dream-like
quality that surrounds that place,” he
explains.
Unfortunately, Stid’s academic expecta-
tions have been more than fulfilled: ‘it is
much , much more difficult and demanding
than 1 ever imagined,” he says.
At the same time, though, heTeels he is
learning so much more than he ever felt
possible.
To his former American undergraduate
colleagues, Stid’s class schedule doesn’t
sound too tough: one class, one hour a
week. There are additional discussion
sessions and lectures, but his sole responsi-
bility is the tutorial . A tutorial is unlike any
hour most students have ever experienced.
Discussing reading lists and prepared
essays may be the basic procedure of the
hour, but the pace, the depth, and the
intimacy of those 60 minutes are what
compels Stid to read some 20-30 books a
week in preparation.
Stid describes the feeling: “It’s all so
focused in that one-hour tutorial that you
really have a lot of motivation not to be
caught unprepared, because it is pretty
obvious if you are.”
Though his first encounters with his
tutorial professor were “hostile” ones, the
prestigious British political scientist and the
Mason, Mich, all-star athlete were eventu-
ally able to understand one another. In fact,
it was this “hard-core” professor who wrote
a letter of recommendation enabling Stid’s
acceptance into the master’s degree program
in politics halfway through the semester.
Slid had an easier time making social
transitions than academic ones. Oxford's 35
different colleges, each with a character of
its own, are the social centers for student
life. Stid feels fortunate to be at Brasenose
College.
"My college has a sporty, informal
atmosphere. We are a relaxed group of
people who enjoy each other’s company.
It’s a much different atmosphere than
Christ’s College, for example, which is
formal, more pretentious, more stuffy.”
Yet even considering such traditional
environments like Christ's College, Stid
was surprised at the lack of what he calls
“Brideshead imagery” throughout Oxford.
Another social focal point for him has
been playing on the university’s intermural-
style rugby team. “So much of the social
life centers around the sporting teams,”
explains Stid. Though he met many people
through the sport, Stid was forced to lessen
his playing time due to a football injury
flare-up and the increased responsibilities
of his new degree program.
One feature of Oxford that unpleasantly
sutprised Stid was the “extent to which race
and class differences are really structured
right into the university. There is not a lot
of social diversity here,” Stid feels. Yet he
doesn’t feel like an outsider. Most of the
graduate student population comes from
outside the United Kingdom. Sharing a
floor with him in a graduate annex, which
is a five minute walk to the college, are a
Scot, a Canadian, two West Germans, and
a South African.
The informality of his college, the
variety of colleagues, and the opportunity
to play rugby are all extras that seem to
have helped make the transition from
undergraduate days in America to graduate
academics at Oxford a little smoother for
this Hope "alumnus.
“The Dining Room” raises a regional toast
r | the Hope College theatre production
1 of “The Dining Room," directed by
theatre faculty member John K.V. Tammi,
was selected as a participating production
in the 20th annual regional American
Col lege Theatre Festival (ACTF) which was
held at Indiana University at South Bend in
early January.
Seven theatre productions were chosen
from 33 entries in the three-state regional.
The Hope performance of “The Dining
Room” was staged on Friday, Jan. 8.
The performance was well received and
favorably reviewed, according to Tammi,
an associate professor of theatre.
“We had a great experience at the
regional festival,” Tammi explained. "The
comments we heard from faculty, students,
and professional artists at the show were
encouraging.”
This marks the fifth time that a Hope
production has been selected for the
regional festival. Other productions have
been “Hallelujah” (1971), directed by
Tammi; "Bull Moose" (1975) and “Mack
and Mabel" (1981), directed by former
faculty member Donald Finn; and "Tea and
Sympathy” (1983). directed by former
faculty member R. Scott Lank. “Tea and
Sympathy” was also Hope’s first production
to be invited to the national theatre festival
at the Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts in Washington. D.C.
The American College Theatre Festival
is a joint effort of several organizations
including the University and College
Theatre Association of the American
Theatre Association, the Alliance for Arts
Education, the Amoco Companies, and the
Kennedy Center. The Festival aims to
identify and promote quality in college-
level theatre productions.
"Being accepted to the festival offered
us much more than just the honor and
recognition." said Tammi. a Hope theatre
professor since 1968. “It was a real shot in
the arm for the Hope theatre program. Our
work was critiqued by professional theatre
people, and our students had a chance to
take workshops, see productions from other
schools, and rub elbows with their counter-
parts from all over the region and with
special guests who attended the festival
from across the country."
Describing the Hope production as
possessing “honesty and integrity,” the
ACTF adjudicators Richard Rand and
Thomas Taylor, faculty members at Purdue
University, were impressed with the “careful
acting" that was “natural and well-moti-
vated." They also praised the technical
aspects of the play calling them “smooth
and professional."
"Seeing how much growth took place
from the beginning to end added to my
enjoyment, and I came away from the
experience feeling very optimistic and
wishing I could come back and see the show
again," said Rand.
"The Dining Room" was presented on
the Hope stage in early December. Written
by A.R. Gurney, the comedy is performed
by an ensemble of eight actors, each
developing several characters in a number
of comic and touching scenarios displaying
the decline of the formal dining room as
the center of American family life.
In the acting company were: senior
Pamela Schuen of Kalamazoo. Mich.;
junior Chip Duford of Mt. Morris. Mich.;
senior Barry Weller of Webster Grove. Mo. ;
junior Richclle Krause of Porter. Ind.:
freshman Maria Vaver of Evergreen Park,
III . ; junior James Lawrence of Kalamazoo;
junior Kristi VanderKooi of Riverview,
Mich.; and junior Joel Tanis of Holland,
Mich.
Also accompanying the cast were junior
Thomas Boelman of Kalamazoo, who
designed the production’s scenery and
properties; faculty member Lois K. Carder,
the play's costume, makeup, and hair
designer; faculty member Perry Landes,
who designed the lighting and sound;
freshman Andrea Longcore of Grand
Rapids. Mich, andjunior Sara Jo Wiper of
Granville, Ohio, stage managers: and
faculty member Richard L. Smith, the
show's technical director.
The next possible step for "The Dining
Room" in the American College Theatre
Festival would be its selection to the
national festival at the Kennedy Center. The
competition is stiff, though. Tammi said.
Only five productions will be chosen from
the nation’s 12 regionals. The decision for
the national festival will be made by the
ACTF Selection Committee at the end of
February.
Four Hope theatre students were selected
as Irene Ryan Acting Award Nominees for
the regional American College Theatre
Festival. Representing Hope at the Region
III East festival were Weller. VanderKooi,
Krause, and senior Trina Light of Rochester,
Mich. Weller and Light were chosen for
their leading roles in Hope’s October
production of Shakespeare's “As You Like
It" while Krause and VanderKooi were
selected for their portrayals in "The Dining
Room.”
Only Weller advanced to the audition’s
finals. Of approximately 90 students
nominated for the Ryan scholarship, Weller
was one of 12 finalists. ^
THE DINING ROOM: The acting cast from left to right are: Joel Tanis, Maria Vaver.
James Lawrence, Kristi VanderKooi, Chip DuFord, Pamela Schuen. Barry Weller, and
Richelle Krause.
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Into the new
The matters of moving into the new
Gordon and MargaretVan Wylen Library.
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The president's wife: Jeanne M. Jacobson
Editor's note: This is the fourth in a six-port
series on Dr. John H . Jacobson's freshman
year as the tenth president of Hope College .
This issue's story focuses on Dr. Jeanne M .
Jacobson .
^Vver the past decade, the role of an
academic president's spouse has been
changing and growing. As a recent New York
Times article most aptly stated, the presiden-
tial spouse has moved "from helpmate to
colleague.”
And that’s a change of status Dr. Jeanne
Jacobson is delighted to see.
"If a leader of a college, as John is, can
have a family situation which demonstrates
that two adults who love one another and
support one another both have meaningful
careers, then that’s a very useful message.
And of course, we were both fortunate that
the Van Wylens (the Jacobsons’ predeces-
sors) were, and are, such a wonderful
couple with continuing interests in signifi-
cant careers.
"But this is a message that needs to be
told, ndt just once, by one presidential
couple, but repeatedly. It’s a message that
is also being noticed elsewhere and success-
fully handled at places like Princeton,
Harvard and the University of Michigan.
And certainly, Hope’s Presidential Search
Committee had expressed no problems or
difficulties about my having a career.”
Last August in his State of the College
address, John added his confirmation when
he noted, "My wife, by the way, has an
earned Ph.D. She answers well to Jeanne
(pronounced Jan) or Dr. Jacobson: less well
to "Jean”, or "This must be the Mrs.”
Jeanne’s collegiality with John began
long before becoming a president’s wife,
though. While he was the provost and vice
president of academic affairs at Empire
State College in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.,
she was busy as — be ready for this list — the
principal for general studies of the Hebrew
Academy in Albany; an adjunct faculty
member in the graduate programs at the
State University of New York (SUNY) at
Albany and the College of St. Rose; a board
member and past president of the Albany
City Area Reading Council; and a founding
board member of the Principals' Centerof
the Capital District.
Today, she teaches undergraduate and
graduate level courses as a faculty member
in the department of education and profes-
sional development at Western Michigan
University in Kalamazoo.
. Education and teaching has been her
life-long career goal, though her interests
are wide and varied. Jeanne received a
bachelor's degree in English literature from
Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania.
Later, after their four children were in
school, she returned to the SUNY College
at Brockport for her master’s degree in
reading, then went on to receive a Ph.D. in
educational psychology and statistics from
SUNY at Albany.
"Much of my career has been deter-
mined by following John around," she
smiles. "Each move has always been a bit
of a surprise but then it has worked out
beautifully.”
Jeanne’s eventual chosen vocation was
made vivid to her by example — her mother
and grandmother were both teachers. Her
decision to teach also had much to do with
the societal attitudes about appropriate roles
for women.
"There are a great number of things about
being born at the time 1 was that turned out
to be very fortunate. But I think it was a
very poor idea for society to have focused
women, channeled women solely toward the
service professions, particularly teaching.
But I love teaching, so I’m one of the
fortunate ones."
"Teaching to me is one of the most
mobile and lively things I can think of
doing," she continues. "It relates to every-
thing, and it’s always new. It’s kind of like
a puzzle that each semester I think I've got
almost right, but not quite. Then next time.
I can try to make those pieces fit a little
tighter and get closer to providing the right
educational experience for each of my
students."
To watch and then describe Jeanne’s style
of teaching, as well as her own personality,
requires the inevitable help of many
adjectives: she’s a casual, comfortable
lecturer, yet very organized; she’s marvel-
ously conversational and articulate; her
voice is gentle yet authoritative; she’s
confident, prompt, personable, innovative,
and exact. In other words, she’s good at her
work, happy doing it, and that shows.
One can imagine how busy her life was
in New York, but Jeanne says that surpris-
ingly she’s been even busier here, which
might be a reflection of maintaining her
career while also being "a president's wife."
She attends many campus functions with
John, travels with him to alumni events
around the state and country, and has had
many opportunites to meet and entertain
members of the college community. And of
course, all of this is on top of her present
five-course work load at Western, a load
that is a little heavier right now since many
of the courses and texts are new to her.
"It's a great help, though, to enjoy the
things that one is doing, and I really like to
be busy. It’s also a great help to feel in
control of what I’m doing. And as I live in
this community longer, the sense of personal
control is going to grow.”
Jeanne has had to make a few adjustments
since leaving the East, where she was bom
and raised, for the Midwest. The hardest
adjustment, she says, has been “to be at such
a distance from all our daughters and sons.”
"But that too is appropriate. Ourchildren
are all grown; their lives are full and
satisfying. There are different stages in life,
and now we’re in a new one."
"From the very beginning we both liked
Hope. In fact. I think it’s reasonable to say
we fell in love with Hope. So we feel very
fortunate to be here and especially fortunate
that this presidency and John mesh so well.
It’s as if one’s work and one’s life principles
couldn’t be more closely allied. Many
aspects of the Hope situation assure us that
this was the right next step in our lives."
Jt
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Celebrating a century of the anchor
by Amy Affleck ’88
here might one look to uncover
Hope student attitudes concerning
the education of women in 1887, the
Prohibition of alcohol in 1914, a new honor
code in 1928, or Armistice Day in 1940?
How about Hope’s nationally acclaimed
International Relations Club in the 1950s,
students’ feelings on racial segregation
locally and on campus in 1967?
What caused over 100 students to be
suspended in 1969?
How did the campus react to the U.S.
invasion of Cambodia, Watergate, J.R.R.
Tolkien and the Iran hostage crisis?
One may discover these intricate threads
of history woven into the tapestry of the
Hope College anc/ior. Celebrating its 100th
birthday in the 1987-88 academic year, this
college newspaper has served as an outlet
As one headline put it, “Patriotism runs
rampant on campus.” President Venema
sent a letter to Woodrow Wilson at the onset
of World War I, expressing the college's
support and readiness to render service.
The exodus of nearly 1 00 men called into
service radically effected the anchor’s
focus. One Panama soldier described his
swamp, lizard, and monkey-ridden experi-
ence in the “Soldiers and Sailors Depart-
ment.” Patriotic poems and weekly quotes
by President Wilson, next to a wind-rippled
American flag, indicated the temperature of
the times.
Throughout the 1920s, society and sport
seemed to dominate the anchor. Banquets,
literary meetings, and a campus gossip
section gained popularity, while enrollment
exceeded the 500 mark. Athletic events
earned front page positions, and Hope
joined the MIAA.
The 1930s showed litle signs of the
every aspect of student life during the
1960s. George Arwady ’69 viewed the
anchor as a focus of legitimate activism
which attracted a diversified group of
talented students. Weekly columns dealing
in politics and racial tension developed, as
did student editorials posing such questions
as, “Should we vote if we are not politically-
conscious in any way?” Arwady edited the
paper for three semesters, but worked on it
all four of his years.
The anchor, although more restrained
than many other campus publications,
generated much controversy. “The adver-
sary aspect that is typical of American
journalism just was not what the people
were used to getting from the college
newspaper at a quiet school like Hope,”
commented Arwady.
This certainly did not effect the popular-
ity and success of the anchor as mobs of
students and faculty eagerly awaited its
Timmer '74 is working at the American
Embassy in Paris. Undoubtably the most
famous first anchor editors is A.J. Muste.
Muste edited the paper in 1904-5 and later
became a prominent leader in world
pacifism.
The list continues, with former anchor
staff earning their doctoral degrees and
working as ministers "and business people
around the world today.
During the I970's, eye-catching news
was most definitely the feminist movement,
the new Human Rights Council, and a
strong desire for change in the core cur-
riculum.
A regular column of "Christ’s People"
appeared, covering controversial issues in
the church, while "On the Issue" tapped
political and world affairs.
The anchor served as an essential
pipeline for student opinion which facili-
tated two decades of influential change
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for creativity, personal insight, and student
activism.
As one of the Hope college students in
June of 1887, one may have enjoyed the
first issue of the anchor by reading about
social endeavors. Included was “A Program
of the Evening,” with song services ranking
most popular. C. Blom Jr. advertised his
dealings in fruits, nuts, oysters, and ice
cream when in season. A personal column
told of alumnus and missionary Reverand
John A. Otte’s experience in the Netherlands
and future plans in China.
The paper was released monthly, ten
times a year. At least two literary articles
appeared, as well as poems similar to
“Black River by Moonlight” and “Ode to
my Geometry.” Initially, the publication
focused on the direction of education at
Hope and other collegiate institutions.
Beyond commonplace, one might be
surprised to find a supportive article on the
education of women in 1887 which
reasoned, “If she is to be the wife of an
American gentleman, she must be his
equal, for she should be his companion.”
One dollar in advance covered the cost
of a year’s subscription consisting primarily
of articles, poetry, and “jottings.”
The anchor also provided an essential
outlet for student’s creativity. Fictional short
stories emphasized romance, with stalwart
young men and rose-lipped girls presenting
a picture of innocent youth and love.
In 1914, t/ieanc/tor switched to a weekly
publication as the college swiftly grew and
interests diversified. Students were keenly
interested in alcohol prohibition, the
freshmen victory at the Pull, and Hope’s
success in national oration competitions.
Gradually the paper acquired interna-
tional flavor as the war in Europe mounted.
“Noted foreign mission leader” Henry
Chamberlain visited and gave five lectures.
Depression with news remaining focused
on clubs, oration competition, and campus
events. The cmc/ior cleared a $2,000 dollar
debt in 1939 with the promise of a fuller
and more colorful newspaper.
International attention flared once more
with Europe declaring a 24-hour armstice
in May of 1940. The Japanese raid on Pearl
Harbor endangered three former Hope
students and frequent editorials revealed
restrained patriotism. Navy and Air Force
advertisements dominated entire pages, and
President Wichers led a defense forum.
Vivian Dykema ’47 Krause recalls
stepping aside as the soldiers involved in
the V-12 program on campus marched to
class.
As editor during 1946-47, she did not
remember her job as sought after, mainly
because of the work it entailed. She met
weekly with Dr. Lubbers who informed her
of upcoming news, and rarely had difficulty
finding students to write articles, although
participation was not overwhelming.
In those days, athletics at Hope di-
minished since so few men remained.
However, the anchor covered national
teams, sustaining a sports column through-
out the war, in addition to a women’s
column for the first time in anchor history.
By 1949, the anchor acquired a more
structured form, improving its quality and
content. The type was set in Grand Rapids
while the actual printing took place in
Zeeland and later Holland.
As a result of interest in nationwide
student opinion, the anchor included
information concerning other collegiate
institutions, such as Emory University in
Georgia. This school was commended for
their overwhelming decision in favor of
admitting black students into Southern
graduate school in 1951.
This fervent interest carried over into
release every Friday afternoon outside of
Van Vleck hall.
Throughout the history of the anchor,
several issues crept in and out of the
crevices of time, fading for a while, only
to present themselves at a later date with
greater complexity.
The mandatory exposure to religion in
schools proved to be a moderate concern
before the turn of the century. In 1 890, the
anchor printed a literary article which
concluded the various branches of education
inadequate in the development of true
character. Therefore, all students should be
exposed to readings of the Bible.
But by the 1960s, this issue had acquired
an intensity which spurred a five-year
controversy in the local and college commu-
nity. Sentiments concerning compulsory
chapel at Hope College caused a new
campus issue. Students participated in an
anti-chapel movement, whereby they
attended but did not fill out attendance
slips. As a result, over 100 students were
suspended. The newspaper served to
intensify the situation with letters and
articles in each issue. As a result of the
strong student activism, compulsory chapel
was abandoned.
The anchor was one of the most powerful
tools in implementing change at Hope
College during this period. As a completely
student-run operation, it won awards across
the country in this decade and the next.
According to Arwady, “The paper had a
life unto itself since a lot of people worked
on and around it and felt it was important.”
The quality was meticulous, as even
typograph received serious reviews.
Some dedicated staff members have done
quite well for themselves. George Arwady
is now editor of the Muskegon Chronicle.
John Mulder ’68 is the president of the
Louisville Theological Seminary, and Paul
within the history of Hope College.
The climate of the times took a moderate
turn, as the ferment of activism of the past
20 years subsided in the 1980s.
Betty Buikema ’81 Bimer remembered
when the anchor office was in the basement
of Graves Hall along with other "friendly
critters." It later was moved to the DeWitt
Center, where it resides today.
As editor, she recalls waking in the
middle of night to witness the Van Raalte
fire of 1981, and then frantically pulling
together a story. Anti-Iranian sentiment,
national news, and the status of Hope as a
“Christian school" marked her editorship.
Birner married her copy editor, Andy
Birner ’80, and is now at North Western
University, earning a Ph.D in linguistics.
Today, the anchor averages 1’6 pages,
combining Bloom County cartoons with
editorials, advertisements, and feature
articles. According to Brian Breen '89,
college newspapers are a rapidly advancing
field. Computer technology has heightened
competition and quality standards are on the
rise. The anchor staff hopes to acquire a
desk-top publishing system in the near
future in order to sustain a competitive
publication.
Breen presently serves as editor, fulfilling
a high school aspiration.
In parting, Breen mentioned the ever-
changing nature of the paper as a quality
which feeds general interest. Change,
however, is the constant. People are the
.variance. It is the editors, the students, the
faculty, and the community who are the
revolving door of new news and sentiment.
These people have and continue to facilitate
interest, marking a century of excellence,
a century of the anchor. ^








Wiley W. Mills '93
William J. Vankersen '94
Edward D. Dimnent '96
G. Watermuelder '97
J.G. Vandenbosch '97
James E. Moerdyk '97
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A.B. Van Zante '00
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Terry Graham '77 Havlatke
Doug Irons 'll
Bob Baker 79
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Chris VanEyl '82 Godin
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I CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH . . .
. . . how important it is to have the support of all Hope alumni.
Alumni support of the Annual Fund is what gives Hope its margin
of excellence.”
— President John H. Jacobson
• ALUMNI FUND GOAL — $900,000
RAISED TO DATE — $658,000
• REUNION CLASS GOAL — $350,000
RAISED TO DATE — $180,000
• FREE ALUMNI DIRECTORY TO ALL
DONORS!
• CHALLENGE: ALL NEW AND
INCREASED GIFTS MATCHED
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR BY AN**
ANONYMOUS DONOR.
• DOUBLE OR TRIPLE YOUR GIFT —




• REUNION CLASSES — WATCH YOUR
MAILBOX FOR THE REUNION VIDEO!
JOIN YOUR CLASSMATES AND MAIL
YOUR GIFT TODAY!
• REUNIONS — MAY 6-8: MARK YOUR
CALENDARS!
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(Hope's Fiscal Year begins July 1 and ends June 30)
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rT^heyearof our Lord 1888 certainly had
M its moments.
• Benjamin Harrison defeated Grover
Cleveland in the race for the 23rd U.S.
presidency. Harrison wasn't elected by the
popular vote of the people, though. He won
by gaining more votes from members of the
Electoral College.
• The Washington Monument, the
world’s tallest masonry structure, was
completed after 40 years of on-again.
off-again construction.
• National Geographic began publica-
tion.
• Jack the Ripper was making headlines
in London.
• Overhead pitching and new rules
helped baseball to the status of national
pastime.
• Auguste Rodin sculpted The Thinker.
• The Kodak camera (You Press the
Button, We Do the Rest) was invented by
George Eastman, revolutionizing photo-
graphy for amateurs.
Oh, and one final thing.
• The Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association was founded on March 24.
One-hundred years later, the MIAA is
recognized as the oldest continuous athletic
conference in the nation.
What, older than the Big Ten? Yes, that
Midwest league was formed in 1 895 . How
about the Ivy League? Hardly. It wasn’t
founded until 1954. In fact, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is
even younger than the MIAA. It was
organized in 1906.
On a cold St. Patrick’s Day in 1888, five -
days after a severe blizzard had rocked the
Midwest, delegates representing Adrian
College, Albion College, Hillsdale College,
Olivet College, and the Michigan Agricul-
tural College (now Michigan State Univer-
sity) met in Jackson to devise a plan that
would get the ball bouncing for a new (and
the first) collegiate athletic league. But it
wasn’t until seven days after that St. Paddy’s
Day meeting that any formal steps were
taken. On March 24, Albion, Hillsdale,
Olivet, MSU — but not Adrian — became
the first members of the MIAA after nine
brief articles of the league constitution were
drawn up.
Today, the MIAA consists of seven
member schools. Albion and Olivet are the
only charter members left in the league.
Kalamazoo College joined in 1896, Alma
in 1902, Adrian in 1908, Hope in 1926, and
Calvin in 1952. Only three colleges have
left the conference over its 100 years.
Michigan State and Michigan Normal
College (now Eastern Michigan University)
grew too large for the rest of the league in
the early 1900s, while Hillsdale departed in
1 960 after a dispute over a league rule that
did not permit postseason competition at
the time.
The MIAA's first athletic event came on
the heels of its official organization, —
Field Days competition, from May 31 -June
2, 1888, on the Michigan State campus.
Field Day competitions for track and field
teams still continue to this day in the MIAA,
but gone are events such as the step and
jump; the high handspring jump; running
bases; the Indian club swing; tug-of-war;
lawn tennis; wrestling; and bicycle racing.
Happy 100th ann
The History
Field Day remained the sole league
activity until 1904 when football became
an official league sport, although league
champions were recognized ten years
earlier. Now the MIAA sponsors 17 sports
for men and women.
As for the history of women's athletics
in the conference, women were competing
in sports long before Title IX. Only eight
years after the league was founded, the first
league competition for women took place
— lawn tennis at Field Day. The schools
that comprise the MIAA also believe that
the Women's Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (WMIAA), founded in
1941 and comprised of most of the member
schools, is the oldest continuous women’s
athletic conference in the country. The
MIAA and the WMIAA were bfought into
a combined governance in 1978-79, setting
a precedent for the rest of the nation.
Like the other MIAA schools, Hope
students were competing in informal
city. The sport was even banned all together
in 1914. But in 1917, college officials
rescinded, and Hope hosted a World War I
contingent from the Student Army Training
Corps in 1918.
The Dutchmen had a tradition of compe-
tition with several of the league's schools,
also long before Hope became an MIAA
member. The college's first game with an
MIAA school occurred on Jan. 28, 1905,
when the Dutchmen hosted Michigan State
in basketball. Played before Carnegie was
finished, the tiny frame structure used as
the gymnasium gave Hope the home-court
advantage with a winning 44-30 score.
Hope began to regularly compete in
football, basketball, cross country and
baseball against other present or soon-to-be
league competitors in the early 1910s. The
Hope-Calvin rivalry in basketball took
place on Dec. 17. 1917 with Hope winning
the season-opener, 55-8.
All this time, there was no full-time
coach in any sport at Hope. In 1920. six
athletic events well before the league was
formed. In 1862, the year the college
enrolled its first freshman class, a gym-
nasium was built, mostly by students and
their principal. That small frame building
also served as the chapel.
In 1906, Hope College and Holland
received a tremendous athletic boost when
Andrew Carnegie donated $30,000 for the
construction of a new gymnasium. It is
believed to be the only gym funded by a
gift from the philanthropist Carnegie who
normally gave money for libraries.
Formal athletics made their debut at
Hope, though, on June 8, 1872 in a baseball
game against the Eagle Club of Grand
Haven, Mich. The Eagles prevailed with a
football-like score, 30-12. Baseball was
Hope’s only sport until football made its
appearance in the early 1890s. Football
proved to be both exciting and controver-
sial. A travel ban greatly limited scheduling
since athletes weren’t allowed to leave the
years before Hope joined the MIAA, the
venerable John L. “Jack" Schouten was
hired as the athletic director and coach of
each of the college's four sports — footbal I ,
basketball, baseball, and track and field.
As coach of all sports, Schouten’s
positive influence over many years became
legendary, and it was he who was finally
able to engineer Hope's long-awaited
affiliation with the MIAA. For several
years, college officials resisted students’
petitions to join the league. But in De-
cember 1926, the student newspaper
reported the good news like this: “The
consumation devoutly to be wished has
finally taken place! Hope College has been
received in full membership in the Michigan ,
Intercollegiate Athletic Association.”
Since that momentous day, Hope has
experienced considerable success in inter-
collegiate competition. Its first conference
championship came in men’s basketball in
1933-34. Since that time. Hope teams have
won 83 league championships for men and
25 for women. Last year, Hope won an
unprecendented eighth consecutive MIAA
All-Sports award which is presented
annually to the member school with the best
cumulative performance in the 17 sports
during the school year. Hope has won more
MIAA All-Sports trophies (15) than any
other college.
Of course, many great Hope names have
been remembered over the ages for their
athletic prowess, such as the likes of:
• John Lavan ' 1 1 , an outstanding pitcher
who later played equally well in the major
leagues as a shortstop. Jim Kaat. who
played baseball for Hope one season, went
onto the pros also, recording a fine career
with the Minnesota Twins and St. Louis
Cardinals.
• The 1943 Blitz Kids — RussDeVette
(the first MIAA MVP in basketball), Don
Mulder. Bob Van Dis, George Dalman.and
Ets Kleinjans — captured the public's fancy
on the roundball court during the height of
wartime.
• Great coaches Bud Hinga. Alvin
VanderBush. Doc Green, Bill Vanderbilt,
Ray Smith, and Glenn Van Wieren.
• Small college All-American Larry
TerMolen who starred on the 1958 football
team that ended Hillsdale's 28-game MIAA
winning streak.
• Basketball great Floyd Brady who
owns Hope's all-time career scoring record
with 2,004 points.
• Sarah Stanwood, Hope's first national
champion in any sport, won the 200-yard
individual medley at the AIAW national
meet in 1982. Shelly Russell later became
a swimming force for Hope in 1987. after
she captured two national titles at the
NCAA national meet. Rob Peel also earned
a national championship that year.
• All-around trackster Rob Appell. a
three-time MIAA most valuable player,
won the 1985 NCAA national championship
in the high jump.
• Faye Berens became Hope's first
woman athlete to letter in three varsity
sports for four years.
• Forward Kenneth "Chip" Henry was
the first Hope basketball player to be named
a first team Kodak All-American. .
"Hope College has been enriched by its
62-year membership in the MIAA," said
Gordon Brewer, a member of the Hope
physical education faculty since 1956.
(Brewer is also currently writing a book on
the history of Hope athletics entitled
". . . But HowThey Played the Game.") "It
has provided a framework of sports in a
perspective that is worthy of national
emulation. We don't emphasize winning at
all costs. We keep first things first. And
that’s academics.”
After 100 years of success in athletic
governance for the MIAA, it’s hard to say
it much better.
The historical, factual information for this
story' was supplied by Celebrating a Century
of the Student Athlete, a book commemorat-
ing the MIAA’s 100th anniversary. Informa-
tion about Hope 's history, was supplied by
Gordon Brewer, professor of physical edu-
cation at Hope, while the facts about the
MIAA’s early history are credited to Robert
Wagner, a 39-year sports-writing veteran
from the Kalamazoo Gazette.
-*





The StoriesRUBBER ARMPitching an entire seven-inning baseball
game can be tough on the ol' wing. But
taking to the mound for another immediate
seven-inning stint can be even tougher.
Bruce Hoffman '61 remembers getting
double duty on the mound for a twimbill
at Alma College.
"During the spring of 1961, coach Russ
DeVette informed me that he wanted me to
pitch both seven inning games," said
Hoffman, currently the pastor of Second
Reformed Church in Wyckoff, N.J. "Four
years earlier. Jim Kaat (former Cardinals
and Twins pitcher) pitched against Alma
and did a great job of winning the first game
of the doubleheader. Russ felt afterward that
he should have let Jim start the second game
also, but didn’t. So now, he wanted to see
what 1 could do. in trying to pitch both ends
at Alma."
Hoffman's first game went well. He
recorded a victory and even held a soon-to-
be Major Leaguer. Jim Northrup of the
John Kleinheksel '60 long jumps in 1958.
Detroit Tigers, to a less than stellar perfor-
mance at the plate.
By about the third innings of the second
game, though, Hoffman's arm was growing
a little tired. "I must have let up on a fast
ball when Northrup was at bat. He belted
a home run off me which I doubt they ever
found!"
Needless to say, Hoffman finally got his
rest but took a one win, one loss record for
the day.
SHE ISN’T KIDDING
Today, women's sports hold a fairly high
position on athletic department totems
poles. But as early as 15 years ago, during
the height of the Feminist Movement, Karla
Hoesch "73 Wolters remembers playing in
cramped quarters and wearing less than
desirable uniforms.
"In high school, all the girls had to play
was tennis and badminton . 1 was so excited
to be at college, that 1 decided 1 was going
to do as much as I could.” Wolters, an
associate professor of physical education
and coach at Hope, lettered 13 times in field
hockey, basketball, volleyball and tennis.
Some of her most vivid memories include:
• playing basketball in the Carnegie-
Schouten Gymnasium. Since there were no
women’s lockerrooms, the female athletes
changed into their uniforms at their dorm
rooms. Doing lay-up drills for basketball
was pretty tricky, too. “After you tossed the
ball to the basket, you’d have to do a
half-turn so your backside would hit the
wall instead of your face.”
• wearing uniforms that were definitely
dated. In basketball, women wore less-than-
opague white shorts and navy blue socks.
In field hockey, woolen jumpers were
standard game attire. "By my senior year,
though, we rebeled against the jumpers
because they were so uncomfortable. We
played in sweatsuits that season."
• never being able to travel to Adrian
because that was too far for the women to
go. “We always played at a site in between.
I never knew what Adrian looked like until
I started to coach.”
GONNA FLY NOW
Hope College- has its own version of a
Bob-Beamon-like story.
In 1958, during the Field Day competi-
tion for the MIAA’s track and field teams,
John Kleinheksel ’60, then a sophomore,
recorded an incredible feat that has lasted
the past 30 years. After not training the
week before because of a viral illness,
Kleinheksel stood at the long jump runway
"feeling really loose.”
On his first attempt, the young athlete
shot down toward the sand pit and took a
mighty leap, a jump that measured 23-feet,
6 1/2-i'nches. Almost 30 years later, it’s the
MIAA’s oldest individual record in any
sport. In fact, long jump athletes are just
now beginning to reach the 23-foot mark.
“1 was really stunned. I couldn't believe
it,” said Kleinheksel, a pastor at Willow
Creek Community Creek in South Bar-
rington, 111. “For years, I thought it was just
a flunk.”
It was no flunk, though. The next year,
as a junior, Kleinheksel made a 23-foot,
2-inch jump at Field Day.
WHO’S SIDE YOU ON ANYWAY?
Of all the MIAA opponents Lee Brannock
’40 remembers the most, Alma College was
certainly his nemesis.
Playing on Hope's basketball team all four
of his years, Brannock had a hard time
against Alma, especially during his junior
and senior years.
"In the first half of both games at Alma,
I scored a basket for Alma by mistake, and
they led by one point at half time,” recalled
Brannock, an executive sales representative
for Colonial Insurance Co. in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
As if mental guilt versus Alma v/asn’t
enough, Brannock also had his nose broken
against the Scots in his junior year.
"But Jack Schouten (the coach) patched
me up. and I was lucky. I scored 25 points
in that game.”
Maybe Alma wasn’t his nemesis after all .
BOTTOM OF THE SEVENTH
It felt like the World Series even though
it was a softball game and the occasion was
the Michigan state AIAW championship
tournament for women. (The Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW)
was the only national governing body for
women until the NCAA entered the arena in
1982. The AIAW is now defunct.)
In 1981, the women’s softball team had
only placed fourth in the MIAA with a 5-5
record. Going into the state tournament at
home, the Flying Dutch were the decided
underdogs. After all, their first-round
opponent would be Calvin College, the
champs of the league.
But under the strong pitching arm of Kerri
Israels ’82 and hitting of Faye Berens ’82
and Jody Foy ’82Tuls, the Flying Dutch took
the upper hand in every game they played.
HOPE’S MIAA MOST VALUABLE ATHLETES
1983 - Steve Underwood
1984 - Lindsey Dood
1983 - Lindsey Dood
1986 - Lindsey Dood
BASEBALL
1966 - Roger Kroodsma
1967 - Chuck Lahgcland
1969 - Gary Frens
1977 - Bill Fobarc
1985 - Tom Bylsma
1986 - John Klundcr
MEN’S BASKETBALL
1947 - Russ DeVette
1948 - Don Mulder
1953 - Ron Bos
1958 - Ray Ritsema
1959 - Paul Benes
1960 - Ray Ritsema
1962 - Ekdal Buys. Jr
1963 - Jim Vandcr Hill
1966 - Clare Van Wiercn
1967 - Floyd Brady
1968 - Floyd Brady
1982 - Matt Neil
1984 - Chip Henry
1985 - Dan Gustad
1987 - Matt Strong
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
1966 - Doug Formsma
1968 - Rick Bruggcrs
1971 - Greg Daniels
1973 - Phil Ceeley
1974 - Stu Scholl
1975 - Stu Scholl
1976 - Lou Hoekstra
1981 - Steve Underwood
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
1987 - Tauna Jccmen
FIELD HOCKEY
1982 - Mary Lou Ireland
FOOTBALL
1939 - Bob Powers
1949 - Nick Yonkcr
1950 - Tom Van Wingen
1958 - Larry TerMoIen
1961 - Sherwood VanderWoude
1971 - Ted Rycenga
1973 - Ed Sanders
1975 - Tim Van Heest
1978 - Tim Lont
1982 - Todd Holstege
1984 - Greg Heercs
1985 - Dirk VerMeulen
1986 - Chris Mendels
1987 - Bill Vanderbilt
1987 - Todd Ackermann
1987 - Don Dahlquist
GOLF
1971 - Tom Page
1986 - Brian Westveer
SOCCER
1974 - Glenn Swier
1975 - Glenn Swier
1980 - Paul Fowler
1984 - Kevin Benham
1985 - Kevin Benham
MEN’S SWIMMING
1985 - Pete Tilden
1986 - Pete Tilden
1987 - Rob Peel
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
1986 - Jennifer Straley
1987 - Shelly Russell
MEN’S TENNIS
1969 - Doug Barrow
1985 - Randy Smith
WOMEN’S TENNIS
1986 - Colleen Sandro
1987 - Kim Baxter
MEN’S TR\CK
1965 - Dave Lane
1966 - Ray Cooper
1968 - Ray Cooper
1971 - Cliff Haverdink
1984 - Rob Appell
1985 - Rob Appell
1986 - Rob Appell
WOMEN’S TRACK
1986 - Paula Smith
VOLLEYBALL
1983 - Linda Percy
1987 - Dee Ann Knoll
but only by very close margins. They beat
rival Calvin in the first round, 2-1. in 12
innings. Next came a 1-0 win against
Aquinas College, then a 4-2 victory over
Spring Arbor College.
Hope would play Spring Arbor again in
the finals. And the results would be the finish
of a Cinderella season and a final out that
will remain memorable in the Hope sports
picturebook.
With two outs, Hope led by its widest
margin of the entire tournament, 5-1. But
Spring Arbor looked like they were rallying,
and Israels, who had pitched most of the
tournament, was about to give up a late
inning single. The batter hit a line shot to
shallow right field, a clean hit. But Susie
Tague ’83 hobbled grounder. As the runner
tried to stretch a single into a double, Tague
made a cannon ball throw to Robin Pfeiffer
’ 84 Eidson and shot the runner out at second
base. The Flying Dutch had clinched the
championship.
"I was so excited and so nervous at the
Robin Pfeiffer '82 Eidson tags the runner
out in 1981.
same time on that play,” said Eidson, a first
grade teacher for the West Ottawa (Mich.)
school district. “But I remember that year
we had a close team, and we were confident
of each other. I knew Susie would get the
throw to me.”
ALL-TIME UPSET
The 1962 tennis team’s victory over
Kalamazoo College in dual meet competition
will go down as the biggest MIAA upset of
the past five decades. Since 1935, the
Hornets have won every MIAA season
outright except for the one they shared with
the Flying Dutchmen. (Kalamazoo won at
Field Day to force a tie that year.)
Since the score was even after the other
players had finished their matches, Arlyn
Lanting ’63 and Norm Hess ’63 had to be
victorious to unseat Kazoo. The match went
to three sets and a very long final game
before the number-one doubles team helped
pull off a giant upset and create pan-
demonium at the Columbia Avenue courts
on Hope's campus.
"It was pure drama,” said Lanting, the
ownerof Aspen. Inc. in Holland. “Since we
were last, it was getting dark and the rest of -
the players, as well as hundreds of spec-
tators, were watching just us. When we won
we were ecstatic, but it didn't dawn on us at
the time just what we had done.”
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Camelot at risk
Where does the MI A A go from here?
by Dr. William Vanderbilt
"TV ear sports enthusiasts:
I 9 Spirits were high on the evening of
Tuesday, Nov. 10 as the representatives from
the seven Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (M1AA) schools converged on
Lansing in their school-colored busses for
the 100th anniversary celebration of the
league. Adrian, Albion. Alma, Calvin,
Hope, Kalamazoo, and Olivet Colleges
were well-represented by college presi-
dents, athletic coaches, and directors of
athletics, faculty athletic committee mem-
bers, and student-athletes. State officials,
the league commissioner, and a host of
media persons and other friends of the
MIAA also came together to celebrate.
What did we celebrate? In my judgement,
and based on the rhetoric of a number of
speakers, we celebrated:
• 100 years of the sponsorship of athletics
where education is paramount. Our pro-
grams have not been geared to developing
professional athletes, but professional
persons who care about their society and
contribute in countless ways to the areas of
the world they live in.
• a spirit of friendship which had de-
veloped between sport personnel at member
institutions in the MIAA. This friendship
was sparked by persons committed to an
educational philosophy of sport for our
athletic programs.
' • the growth of women’s sport since the
implementation ofTitle IX back in the early
1970’s. The MIAA was one of the first
conferences in the nation to have an
umbrella administrative program for both
men’s and women’s athletics and both under
the NCAA Division III guidelines.
• 100 years of competitive sport which
has enriched the- lives of the participants
and their fans in Michigan and throughout
the world of each institution.
• the lives of persons who had contributed
i significantly to making the MIAA a model
for student participation and enjoyment.
. Our student-athletes are students first — per-
sons who choose our colleges, hopefully
for the right reasons; to get the best educa-
tion possible and prepare themselves for
service to others.
• the fact that the MIAA is the oldest
continuous athletics conference in the
nation.
• the diversity of opportunities available
today for our men and women athletes. In
the case of Hope College, 17 sports are
offered at the intercollegiate level, and there
are also seven club sports, all incorporating
over 550 student athletes, approximately
20% of the student body. Our intra murals
program also involves about 1 ,300 students.
At Hope we promote the idea that everyone
is an athlete.
As the meal and celebration time in
Lansing was coming to a close, my thoughts
drifted back to a multitude of fond memories
of being an athlete and coach in the MIAA.
I remembered rubbing elbows on the basket-
ball court with Ralph Honderd, now a teacher
and coach at Calvin, and reminisced about
the fun times playing in the Grand Rapids
Civic Center against Calvin. I remembered
the enjoyable trips, in the early days taken
in cars with Russ DeVette or Gordon Brewer
discussing some important. societal or
religious issue when you might have expected
a lot of silent contemplation of X’s and O’s
on the way to the game.
How could one forget the trips down
toward Marshall, Mich, way and a possible
stop at Win Schuler’s Restaurant during his
time as MIAA commissioner. Or, the big
wins in basketball, an NCAA Regional
Championship in 1959 and then a trip to
Evansville, Ind.. with a heartbreaking loss
on a 40-foot desperation shot by Jack Israles
of Southwestern Missouri State College.
Memories also flashed through my mind
of the fun I have had coaching in the MIAA
and the quality of the persons I have
coached against — Charlie Gray, DaveTuuk,
Tim Williams, Mike Jurasek, Rolla Ander-
son, Lyn Maurer, George Acker, Nancy
Meyer, etc., etc. I always looked forward
to seeing and discussing professional
matters with these people.
Or, the scores of athletes who have come
and gone, each contributing in their way to
making my life richer and our program
stronger.
As one reads the newspapers and
magazines and viewslhe media today, one
realizes the problems prevalent in “big
time” sport. Cheating, tampering with
transcripts, illegal recruiting, monies under
the table, violent and abusive behavior on
the part of coaches and players alike have
created serious problems in our country.
Woven throughout is a need for victory at
any cost. Filling stadiums, raising revenue,
national recognition, post-season play,
All-American honors, and record breaking
have become the key goals for many
success-oriented “big time” programs.
MIAA schools are not big time athletic
programs nor should they strive to emulate
the "big time.” We are a different model for
sport — one geared first and foremost to
providing a rich personal experience for
each participant. Our philosophy at Hope
has been to provide a broad, comprehensive
program in physical education, recreation,
and sport for all college students, not just
a select, few gifted athletes. I believe that
our philosophy has served our students well .
With this comprehensive program, over
the past decade Hope has experienced
unusual athletic success. Never before have
more students been involved than in the last
ten years. Due in large part to the quality
of the academic programs, the quality of
life on the campus, the caring attitude of
the faculty and staff, excellent facilities,
sound coaching, and excellent student-
athletes, Hope has won the last eight
All-Sports trophies in the conference. This
award is granted to the school having the
most successful combined men’s and
women’s program throughout the course of
the year. During this time we have also gone
from being competitive within the confer-
ence to becoming a recognized program of
athletic successes at the national level. In
the past few years Hope had nationally
ranked teams in almost all the sports.
Hope has had a Camelot-like experience
in sport over the past 10 years, but success
and winning has not come at the expense
of the values that were established by the
Hingas, Vanderbushes, VanderKolks,
Siedentops, McBrides, Brewers, DeVettes,
Wellers, Parkers, Browns, and Bultmans
and all of our current and past coaches and
administration.
As we were winding our way along on
1-96 heading toward Grand Rapids, my
thoughts drifted back to the young people
riding in the bus behind me. Many of the
student captains were fellowshipping with
each other and looking forward to their
return to Holland and the Hope campus. I
wondered what kind of physical education,
recreation, and sport experiences their
children or grandchildren would have if
they came to Hope. Given the societal
attitudes and climate, I wondered to what
extent the MIAA could remain true to the
philosophy of the past 100 years.
A number of recent developments in
Division III circles and within the MIAA
are cause for concern if the beautiful model
for sport affirmed in Lansing is to remain
alive and healthy over the next 100 years.
The challenge is to look beyond victories
for the true meaning and benefit of
physical education, recreation, and sport
as the Hope community charts its course
in the years ahead.
The most serious challenge appears to be
that of an overemphasis on winning. Since
1920, when newspapers began covering
sport, the emphasis on winning has con-
tinued to increase. With the invention of
television and the mass fan appeal by the
1950s, victory has become even more
important.
There is nothing unhealthy about a desire
and striving to win; however, when it
becomes an all-consuming passion that
interferes with loftier, sounder educational
goals, it seems out of place in the MIAA
and Division III sports. In my judgement
an overemphasis on winning in sport may
lead to the following practices. Moving in
this direction certainly will, ih time, erode
the philosophical position promoted and
affirmed at the 100th anniversary party of
the MIAA.
Camelot certainly is at risk if:
• many MIAA schools continue to hire
persons to coach who are not teachers or
educators. At times we must hire part-time
or visiting coaches to assist us in the
program; however, great care should be
exercised to hire people who care more
about developing persons than winning at
all costs. When full-time positions are
available, teacher-coaches should be placed
on tenure track to become a part of the total
departmental program in teaching activity
and theory courses along with serving on
campus-wide commitees and community
responsibilities. Hiring non-tenure coaches
and placing an undue amount of pressure
on them to “win or be fired" is not the type
of teacher-coach model we were celebrating
in Lansing on the 10th of November.
• focusing an undue amount of attention
on non-conference competition which, for
the sake of regional recognition and
pre-tournament experience, takes students
away from classes too frequently. Primary
empfrasis at MIAA schools should be given
to the MIAA competition. Efforts should
be made to schedule events at the best
continued to page 13
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Fighting for top spots
Matt Strong looks to pass during MIAA competition.
Camelot at risk
continued from page 12
possible times with the academic concerns
of the student foremost in mind.
• approaching sport in a very business-like,
serious fashion excludes fun. As a coach I
expect athletes to work hard in practice and
to make all practices unless they have a lab
or other important academic conflict.
However, whether preparing for competi-
tion. traveling to the game, riding on the
bus coming home, or breaking bread
together around the tables at Bill Knapp's
(whatever happened to Win Schuler?), we
should have fun, praise the successes and
discuss our shortcomings with the attitude
that tomorrow is another day and maximiz-
ing our personal and team potential are even
more important than the score.
• we place too great of an emphasis on
winning which looks on the opponent as an
obstacle in the way rather than a human
being with many of the same needs that we
have.
• undue amount of time and effort is spent
on recruitment to the detriment of teaching
and conducting other aspects of teaching
courses in theory and activity programs.
Where the need to win becomes “the most
important value." the natural tendency is to
place your efforts where you are most
seriously evaluated — recruiting top athletes
and winning games.
• there is tampering with financial aid
packages to make sure that athletes you are
trying to recruit get more than the same
athletes may receive from another school.
Athletes at MIAA schools in the past have
been treated like all other students.
The listed tendencies and practices, could
lead to a far different MIAA sporting
experience in its second 100 years. Presi-
dents, faculty, athletic committee members,
commissioners, physical education depart-
ment chairpersons, athletic directors, student
representatives, alumni and sports informa-
tion personnel would do well to discuss these
matters in the days ahead. Drifting with the
societal pressures and practices of the times
could, in future years, bring an end to the
good spirit and friendship experienced in the
first 100 years of the MIAA.
Camelot at risk? Very definitely, and the
time for corrective action is now before it's
too late!
Signed.
A concerned physical educator/coach.
Dr. William Vanderbilt '61. a professor and
coach at Hope since 1967. is a nationally
recognized sports sociologist.
Three of four Hope College winter
sports team remain in the thick of their
MIAA races through the first week of
February, making it possible for another
three-sport championship winter season.
The men’s basketball team, coached by
Glenn Van Wieren, stands atop of the MIAA
standings with a 6-2 record (14-6 overall),
with their only MIAA two losses coming
from the hands of Albion College and
Calvin College.
Hope is led by three seniors who are
averaging in double figures: Matt Strong of
Muskegon, Mich., 18.3points; Jim Klunder
of Grand Rapids, Mich., 14.5; and Bill
Vanderbilt of Hamilton, Mich., 10.9. The
Flying Dutchmen lead the league in every
statistical category by shooting 55 percent
from the field, 55 percent from three-point
range, 77 percent from the free throw line,
and grabbing 36 team rebounds.
This year's highlights have been three
televised games: two against Calvin
College in which the Flying Dutchmen
were victorious once and the other against
Grand Valley State College, a NCAA
Division II school, in which the Hope team
won again.
A league championship this season
would be Hope’s seventh in eight years and
would earn them a berth in the NCAA
Division III playoffs, their fifth in six years.
The women’s basketball team, under
coachTerri McFarland, stands second in the
league at 5-3 (9-7 overall).
The Flying Dutch are led by senior
co-captain DeeAnn Knoll of Grand Rapids
who averages 10.9 points a games and is
the squad’s leading rebounder. Knoll also
set a new MIAA career rebounding record
by grabbing eight rebounds against Albion
College on Tuesday, Jan. 26, tallying her
league mark at 405 caroms. She was already
the all-time Hope career rebounder with 758
and is also within striking distance of
becoming the second Hope women’s player
to score 1,000 career points. With five
games remaining, Knoll has 968 points.
Karen Gingras-Hoekstra '86 is the Hope
career scoring leader with 1,369 points.
Hope’s swimming teams, coached by
John Patnott, were league contenders in
MIAA duals meets as of the first week in
February. The Flying Dutch (4-0) are
bidding for their ninth consecutive league
championship while the Flying Dutchmen
(2-1) are after their third.
Junior Shelly Russell of Battle Creek,
Mich, is the top-ranked swimmer in four
freestyle events in NCAA Division III,
according to the first national rankings
released by the College Swimming Coaches
Association. Russell is the defending
NCAA Division III national champion in
the 500-yard and 1,650-yard freestyle
events. Both of her winning times were
national records.
This year, Russell has already qualified
for the national meet in the 100-yard,
200-yard, 500-yard, and 4, 000-yard free-
style events. Joining her at the national
level, with qualified times, will be team-
mates senior Karla Koops of Holland,
Mich, and senior Jennifer Straley of
Flushing, Mich . Koops will compete on the
three-meter diving board, and Straley has
qualified for the 200-yard and 500-yard
freestyle.
One Hope football player received
All-American recognition this year. Senior
tight end Todd Ackermann of Parchment,
Mich, was named to the Division III first
team by Football News for the second year
in-a-row.
Last November, the women’s cross
1 country team placed ninth out of 12 teams
at the NCAA Division III national meet held
at Hope College. Under coach William
Vanderbilt, the Flying Dutch also won the
MIAA championship and NCAA Division
III Great Lakes regional.
BASEBALL
Head Coach: Bob Johnslon
Spring TVip
March IX-Murch 25 ......... in Tennessee. Georgia, and Florida
Regular Season
..... FERRIS. I p.m
... ’ALBION. 2 p.m
... at Aquinas. I p.m
GRAND RAPIDS JC. I p.m
. . . ’ADRIAN. I p.m
. . . *at Calvin. 2 p.m
.... ’OLIVET. I p.m
•at Kalama/tx>. 2 p.m
.... ‘ALMA. I p.m
Sat . April 2 .
Tuev. April 5
Sat.. April 9 .
Wed.. April 13




Sat.. April 30 .
•MIAA Game (doublehcadcr)
WOMEN’S TRACK
Head Coach: Russ DeVette
Indoor
Sal.. March 12 ............... at Spring Arbor. 12 noon
Mon . March Id ............ al Grand Valley Stale. 6 p.m.
Outdoor
at St. MaryVInd (with Goshen) 3:30 p.m
SOUTHWESTERN MICHIGAN CC. 12:30 p.m
................ -ADRIAN. 2:30 p.m
at Grand Valley Invitational. II a m
•ALBION. 12:30 p.m
.............. ’at Calvin. 2:30 p.m
........... ..... -ALMA. 12:30 p.m
MIAA Field Day at Calvin
Thurs.. March .31
Sat . April 2
Wed.. April 6.
Sat . April 9
Sat.. April 23
Tues.. April 26
Sat.. April 30. .




Head Coach: Karla Welters
Spring Trip
MEN’S TENNIS
Head Coach: William Japinga






Sat . April 9 .....
Tues . April 12
Sal . April 16
Wed.. April 20 ... .
Fri.-Sat.. Apr, I 22-23
Tues.. April 26
Sat.. April 30 ....
Thurs. -Fri.. May 5-6
•MIAA Gallic
Regular Season
GRAND RAPIDSKT 2:30 pro!
at Aquinas. 3 p in
•ADRIAN. I p.m.
... ’at Alma. 3 p.m.
al Ohio Northern Tourney
at Olivel.v.3 p.m.
•CALVIN. I pro..
MIAA Invitational at Marshall. 3 p.m.
Wed.. April 6
Wed . April 13
Fri. -Sal.. April 15-16
Wed.. April 20 .....
Sal.. April 23 .....
Wed . April 27 ... .
Sat. April 30
Thurs. -Fri.. May 5-6
•MIAA Meet
Regular Season
........... ’ALBION. 3 pro.
......... -at Adrian. 1 p.m
GLCA Tournament al Kalamazoo
•«?*'«!»• -J P m
•OLIVET. I p.m
Kal.M mT l E m
........ ....... ’ALMA, I p.m.
MIAA ToumanKnt at Kalamazoo
MEN’S TRACK
Head Coach: Gordon Brewer








Sat. April 30 .. .
Thurs Fri. Mas 5-6
‘MIAA Meet
....... at Sprjng Arbor. 6:30 p.m.
..... at Grand Vhllcy/Calvin. 5 p.m.
OutdoorSOUHIWEST^ 12:30 P;m.
.......... -ALBION. 12:30 pro.
•a, Calvin. 2:30 p.m.
.......... "ALMA. 12:30 pro.
MIAA Field Day at Calvin
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Head Coach: Kathy VanTUbergen
Spring Trip
March 19-25 ........... at Virginia and North Carolina
Regular Season
ST MARY'S. Ind . 3:30 pro..
•AQUINAS. 3 pro.
........ 'at Albion. 3 p m
Wed . March 30 .
Thurs.. March 31
Tues.. April 5 .
Thurs . Apr, I 7
Fn.-Sat. April 8-9
Fr* -Sat. April 15-16
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Fn..Apnl29
Thurs -Fri . May 5-6
MIAA Meet
.......... 'at Adrian. 3 p.m.
. . GLCA Tournament al Ohcrlin. Ohio
Midwest Tournament at Milwaukee. Wise.
........ -at Alma. 3 p.m.
•at Olivet. I p m
•KALAMAZOO. 3 p m
CALVIN. 3 p m.
MIAA Tournament al Alma
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A Soviet specialist on top of the summit
by Eva D. Folkert
nnwo short months ago, the historic
M signing of that phonebook-thick
intermediate nuclear forces (INF) treaty —
with President Ronald Reagan and General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev cheerfully
swapping pens after eliminating an entire
class of atomic weaponry — “lowered the
world’s blood pressure,” Time magazine
wrote.
Well , that maybe so for most of the world
but possibly not for the team of government
officials who helped make the event run
smoothly.
Karen Puschel '81, foreign affairs officer
and arms control specialist for the Office
of Soviet Affairs at the U.S. State Depart-
ment, knew the recent summit’s scenario
quite well. Long-day and late-night run-ins
preparing extensively detailed and fully
up-to-date briefing materials for the Presi-
dent and Secretary of State George Shultz;
coordinating similar objectives with other
departments for the next day’s meetings;
anticipating wild cards that may come into
play between the two bargaining sides.
Those were just some of the intricacies
of superpower fancy footwork called
summitry.
But Piischel, a confident, articulate,
young Hope grad, loved the exhilaration and
challenge of the world- riveting event, even
if it did mean working on Thanksgiving Day.
“We dealt with a lot of crises that cropped
up throughout the day,” she explains.
/‘Some days tended to be extremely hectic.
The Soviet desk is charged with being the
primary office for managing the U. S . -Soviet
relationship. . . And of course, since we
work in a large bureaucracy, there are also
a number of other bureaucratic players,
such as the Defense Department, the CIA,
and the National Security Council, who try
to reconcile differences, too.
“But our office tends to be the clearing
house, so eventually our net outcome has
to be a very concise, very detailed briefing
book that is prepared for the principal
people. It’s a book that they can read and
get the bottom line on everything. It helps
them prepare for their meetings with the
Soviets.”
For a woman who once appeared on the
Hope stage in “Life with Father,” a life of
governmental red tape and rhetoric was not
Puschel’s first interest. But the Soviet
Union was. Her fascination with the world’s
other superpower may be hard to trace, she
says. Perhaps she first became intrigued
while in high school, but her inkling of an
interest was definitely cultivated at Hope
where she found a strong program in
Russian and Soviet history offered by Dr.
Larry Penrose and the late Dr. Michael
Petrovich. She decided to major in history
and political science.
During her senior year, Puschel got a foot
in the door of the State Department by
interning there while on the Washington
Honors Semester. After graduation she
returned and went to work for the Bureau of
Intelligence and Research as a Soviet
specialist, all the while earning a master’s
degree in international affairs from
Georgetown University. (Okay, so she really
likes to be busy.) Finally, in September 1986,
she was promoted to the State Department’s
operation-oriented Soviet desk.
To listen to the energetic Puschel talk
about her work, it’s certainly evident that
she is quite unlike 80 percent of America’s
work force who are bored with their jobs.
“The challenge, the fascinating subject
matter, and the returns have been terrific,”
she says. She even had an opportunity to
brief Shultz on a particular Soviet subject
while working for the Bureau of Intelligence
and Research. “We’re not the best of
buddies or anything, but I did find him to
be a warm and engaging man.”
Entering the State Department early in
the Reagan administration, Puschel says
she has watched the U.S. -Soviet relation-
ship somewhat blossom over the past
seven years. Reagan has come a long way
since dubbing the Soviet Union the “Evil
Empire” early in his tenure. And though
the summit's work created muscle fatigue
and droopy eyes, Puschel was glad to see
an atmosphere of high diplomacy and
detente surround Washington during the
week of December 1st.
“The summit went extremely well. It just
tended to be exhausting in a way. Certainly
in the lead-up we put in a tremendous
number of hours. It takes a lot of hard work,
but as we’ve seen , that’s the sort of prepara-
tion, the covering of all possible angles,
that helps to insure a summit will be
successful. I think certainly in this case that
both leaders went into the summit wanting
a success. And, of course, that’s the most
essential ingredient in order to have a good
summit. They (President Reagan and
General Secretary Gorbachev) had the same
objectives.
“We had an agenda already very much
in place,” she continues, “which was agreed
upon a long while ago. Reagan and Gor-
bachev knew they were going to discuss
four main topics: — human rights, arms
control, regional issues, and bilateral
affairs. And because the dialogue was so
well advanced, I think both sides also had
a similar idea of what progress had to come
out of this meeting to order to meet next
year’s objectives.”
Her summit highlight? It had nothing to
do with pushing paperwork. For a rare visit
to the White House, Puschel was invited,
along with other U.S. and Soviet dig-
nitaries, to hear pianist Van Cliburn’s
performance. “I sat right in front of Bob
and Elizabeth Dole," she laughs in a
non-name-dropping manner.
Puschel doesn’t always stick around
Washington waiting for summits to happen,
though. As an arms control specialist, a trip
to the Geneva talks was put on her foreign
affairs agenda. At first she went as a
advisor, but later, when a negotiating
member of the U.S. delegation had to leave,
Puschel took a seat at the table, having full
authority to talk with the Soviets.
"The people at Geneva insure that
agreements are put into a mutually accept-
“/ think certainly in this case that both leaders went into the
summit wanting a success. And, of course, that’s the most
essential ingredient in order to have a good summit. ”
able legalistic language,” she said. “They
are charged with pressing ahead and
probing to find out what other areas of
compromise can be found. But most of the
high stakes wheeling and dealing is not
done so much in Geneva as between higher
levels.”
As for the delegates who sit across from
each other at Genevan tables, Puschel
thinks that there is a fallacious American
perception about negotiating officials’
outward appearances.
“People would be surprised about who
actually makes up our delegation. It’s not
all of your stereotypical pin-striped pants
and distinguished looking, balding men.
The type of people who go out there are
men and women, experts in the various
agencies. They look like your normal
working Joes from any office.”
The future for further negotiation be-
tween the two great nations looks promis-
ing, even though the proposed Strategic
Defense Initiative (alias SDI or Star Wars)
remains a main stumbling block to a major
breakthrough. Last year’s breakdown in
Reykjavik resulted from Gorbachev’s
pressuring Reagan to agree that SDI
activities be restricted to the laboratory. But
according to Puschel, this time the Soviet
leader was willing to say ‘I’m not going to
insist on any explicit limitations on SDI,’
and instead was willing to look for a
compromise formula that, in essence,
preserves the U.S. position.
Setting Star Wars aside for the time being
allowed the two world leaders to think more
seriously about next spring’s summit, a
summit that could see an agreement of
sharp 50 percent arms reductions through
the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
(START) treaty.
But Puschel won’t be at the Soviet desk
for the world’s next momentous summit.
Though she is tenured at the State Depart-
ment, Puschel has been awarded a fellow-
ship to work at the Council of Foreign
Affairs in New York City for the next year.
The tempo of her life style will definitely
change. She relates Washington’s aura to
being “like a small town.” It doesn’t feel
like that anywhere m New York City. In
NYC, she'll no longer be able to walk to
work like she did in Washington where she
lived across the street from the “huge,
monolithic, penitentiary-style" State
Department building. Flagging down a taxi
or riding a crammed subway will now be
the way to work. \
Puschel finds no need to fret. She’s quite
used to the hectic life. ^
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Hope does its part by recycling
A Hope College dumpster filled with
recyclable office paper was hauled
away Monday, Jan. 18. kicking off a new
commitment to recycling and conservation
by the college.
By sending old reports, envelopes,
computer print-outs and exam papers to a
recycler rather than a waste hauler, col lege
officials hope to do their part to save trees
and preserve landfill space.
•‘We just have so much paper that we
generate, and we thought what a shame it
was that this wasn't being recycled," said
Rowene Beals, Hope's assistant registrar.
The recycling program is being coordi-
nated with the help of Lubbers Resource
Systems a Grand Rapids-based firm that
specializes in the recycling of paper
products.
Jeff Lubbers, president of the firm, said
he will bring a truck to the college twice a
month to collect paper. He said Hope is one
of a growing number of local paper-pushing
organizations finding that paper recycling
is easy, conservation-conscious and
economically attractive.
"In Holland right now, we're taking care
of BASF, Northern Fibre, La Barge Mirrors,
Missionary Press, American Speedy
Printing, Lifesavers, Print Haus, and we’re
starting the city (offices) of Holland soon,”
Lubbers said.
The recycling process is easy enough for
Hope staffers. They must only separate
paper products from their normal trash each
week and place it in dumpsters behind the
DeWitt Center. College officials pay
nothing for the service.
After the paper load is hauled away, it is
baled and sent to a paper processing plant
in Wisconsin. The reports, envelopes and
old exams will eventually be converted into
toilet paper. Any type of paper can be
recycled under the program, except for
newspapers, magazines and corrugated
cardboard.
Lubbers said his recycling program goes
a long way toward preserving vital natural
resources. In November alone, Lubbers’
firm recycled 199,560 pounds of paper,
saving 1,696 trees, 46,098 gallons of oil,
and 798 cubic yards of landfill space.
Taking recyclable office paper from the
normal trash heap also saves money on
disposal bills for Hope. Lubbers officials
have noted that some firms were able to cut
their disposal costs by more than half by
recycling paper.
Hope got involved in the operation after
Beals and Gloria Shay, Hope’s reports
specialist, began to poll college officials on
the possibil ity of recycling paper instead
of throwing it away.
“We kept generating tons of reports and
wanted to do something more useful than
just throw them out," said Shay, who is also
the treasurer of the Holland Area Recycle
Center. “We wanted to do something more
than just fill up room in the landfills.”
Hope’s program now handles paper from
all offices in the DeWitt Center and the
Computer Center in Durfee Hall. As the
popularity of the program grows, Beals and
Shay hope to extend it to the entire college.
Reprinted by permission from the 1988
Grand Rapids Press. tJtRecycling advocates, left to right, Jeff Lubbers, Rowene Beals, Gloria Shay, and President John Jacobson.
Economic class can be more than graphs and theories
171 conomic models and trend analysis.
r>Bar graphs. Policy studies. Theories.
Equations. More theories.
Those, of course, are the usual ingre-
dients in a typical economics class. Unless
it’s Dr. Robin Klay’s upper-level “Economic
Growth and Development” course.
Add social awareness. Issues conscious-
ness. Volunteer spirit. Fund-raising. More
volunteer spirit.
It’s a list that doesn’t quite jive with the
first one. But “ —onomics” is, after all, a
social science. And though Klay has been
teaching “Economic Growth and Develop-
ment" since she arrived at Hope in 1981,
using conscious-raising tactics was some-
thing that dawned on her just this year. The
associate professor of economics found 4n
approach that was, yes, unusual, but
equally thought-provoking and even
necessary.
Since Klay’s class primarily deals with
the factors that influence growth and
development of modem economics, particu-
larly of the "underdeveloped nations," the
inventive professor decided she would have
her students leant first-hand about a major
factor behind Third World countries’
development — Private Volunteer Organiza-
tions, or more commonly, PVOs.
“PVOs have become increasingly effec-
tive at getting assistance to people in need
since they can usually side-step bureaucratic
red tape,” she said.
So Klay reconstructed her syllabus, and
along with all the usual economic studies,
had her students learn more about — and
work for — world-wide PVOs. The idea
was for the students to design a project
which would dovetail with the work of their
chosen organization. And that meant
increasing campus awareness and raising
money.
“At first, when you don’t have an aware-
ness of fundamental world issues, you start
out with the whole baggage of stereotypes.
But the students became fascinated by the
PVOs’ approach that needy people can and
do want to help themselves,” she explained .
(Klay is very knowledgeable about the
economics of developing countries. Three
years of teaching at the National University
of Cameroon in West Africa shaped her
special interest in the economics of poverty.
In 1985, she authored "Counting the Cost:
The Economics of Christian Stewardship"
and in 1981, she teamed up with three other
Hope professors to write “Inflation, Poor-
talk, and the Gospel.”)
Early in the semester, Klay's 15 students
split up into three groups and went to work
for UNICEF, Oxfam (the Oxford Commit-
tee for Famine Relief), and Trickle Up (an
organization that gives money to the poorest
of the poor so they may establish their own
businesses, thus becoming self-reliant.)
Trickle Up is also a play on an economic
term, trickle down, that theorizes if massive
aid is poured in at the top, it will eventualy
trickle down to benefit the poor.
For each organization, the students
aimed at increasing campus awareness of
world hunger while raising money for their
causes. The UNICEF group held a Run-
Walk-A-Thon and involved Hope’s Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes (FCA) group;
Oxfam's volunteers involved the campus’
World Hunger group, then organized a
campus-wide clothes drive and “reality
dinner,” feeding four-fifths of the partic-
ipants rice and water while the other fifth
got a “regular meal"; and the Trickle Up
students coordinated a benefit rock concert
featuring a local band that sold out the
DeWitt Main Theatre. They made their
efforts known to Hope’s Inter-Varsity
Fellowship.
This “volunteer” class work, besides
their regular homework, became extensive.
They learned how to be advertisers,
coordinators, instigators, just like any other
volunteer working for a PVOv Of course,
all the work was for a class, for a grade,
but in the end, those motivators became
secondary.
“The grade wasn’t as important as much
as getting people involved,” said junior
Kirsten Besonson of Grand Blanc, Mich.
Though the groups worked individually
for their own organizations, they soon saw
themselves under one common cause and
dubbed the class “Hope for Hunger.” In the
end they raised $ 1 ,000 and a lot of awareness.
“Before this class I was much more
skeptical that anything could really be done
for these people,” said Brent Kreider of
Beloit, Wise. “I thought that sometimes
more funds to impoverished people just led
to an increased birth rate. But PVOs are
most successful at making people feel better
off, giving them more ambition and will to
improve their own condition, and that
actually decreases the birth rate.”
“I guess if 1 was just donating money to
a cause, it wouldn’t really matter a whole
lot who I gave it to,” Kreider added. “But
working for a PVO made me feel a differ-
ence because it was my effort, my work
that was doing some good for somebody."
"It definitely changed my outlook on
what all these PVOs have been doing,”
added Besanson. “I really respect them for
all the things that they do for a cause. 1 ’ ve
always known that world hunger is a big
problem, but I feel like I got more in touch
with it. Now I understand a lot of things
need to be done for needy people."
And that’s all Klay needs to hear to
continue her not-so-typical approach to
economics next year. ^
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class notesalumni alert
by David Van Dyke ’84
Alumni Director
econd semester is off and running, and
I hope all of you had a wonderful
holiday season. Now many matters and
events are planned for Hope alums.
We want to know your opinions of Hope
College. How do you feel about the way
we as a staff serve you? Are there ways we
can serve you better?
Later this month, approximately 4,500
. alumni, parents and friends will receive a
questionnaire which seeks opinions on a
variety of topics ranging from the quality
of the college's academic programs, the
publications you receive from us, and the
ways we seek your financial support.
The college has retained a Chicago-based
marketing firm to conduct the survey.
Recipients of the questionnaire have been
chosen randomly and responses will be kept
strictly confidential. The college staff will
only see the responses in a summarized
form.
Our consultant has predicted that only 25
percent of you will take time to fill out the
questionnaire. We hope the response rate
will be much greater. After all, nearly 50
percent of Hope’s alumni supported their
alma mater last year with a gift to the
Annual Fund! ______
If you receive the questionnaire, please
take the time to express your opinions. We
estimate it will require 15 minutes of your
time.
We appreciate your support and want to
be responsive to your opinions. Here’s your
chance to help shape the future of Hope.
As for events, we are continuing our
series of “Meet the President” dinners
around the country and recently completed
events in Dallas and Houston and through-
out Florida.
This month will also take us out West for
a dinner at the Beverly Hills Hotel on the
23rd, the Fairmount Hotel in San Francisco
on the 24th, and Welshire Inn in Denver.
Colo, on the 25th. Dr. Jacobson will be a
guest at the Crystal Cathedral on Sunday,
Feb. 28 and will then meet with alumni,
parents and friends for a lunch at the Double
Tree Hotel in Garden Grove. Ifyoulivein
these areas but haven’t received information
on these events yet, please call the Public
Relations Office at (616)394-7860.
The rest of Dr. Jacobson’s schedule is as
follows: Thursday, March 10th — St. Louis;
Wednesday, March 23 — Minneapolis/St.
Paul; Thursday, March 24 — Wisconsin;
Wednesday. April 27 — Washington. D.C.
at the Hay Adams Hoted; Tuesday, May
17 — Philadelphia: Wednesday, May 18 —
New York City: Thursday. May 19 — New
Jersey: Tuesday. May 24 — Rochester: and
Wednesday, May 25 — Albany. Those
alumni, parents and friends living in these
areas should be looking for an announce-
ment in the mail.
Hope to see you on campus or off at an
event in your area.
News and information for class noles. marriages,
births, advanced degrees, and deaths arc compiled for
/ich’.v from Hope College by Eva D. Folkcrt of the
Office of Public Relations. The deadline for the next
issue is March 4.
10s
Alice Nyboer ’16 Halverson recently celebrated her
89th birthday and resides in Holland. Mich. Alice had
a dedicated career in teaching and missions, serving
as a full-time missionary in primitive sections of Malta
Grossa. Brazil for 30 years.
20s
Herman Coburn '23 is working at the University of
Arizona Medical School with sophomore medical
students and is still singing with the University of
Arizona Community Chorus.
Leroy Nattress ’27 continues to teach Bible classes
at the local Senior City Center in Spencer, Iowa. He
also preaches often at local churches.
Mary Waldron '29 KJebe was honored this spring for
over 3,000 hours of volunteer service to the Hudson
River Museum in Yonkers, N.Y.
30s
Maurice Marcus ’31 was honored by the Fremont
Presbyterian Church of Sacramento, Calif, upon
occasion of his 80th birthday. Maurice served several
Reformed Churches from 1933- 1974 before semi-retir-
ing. He has been a minister at Fremont Church for the
past 13 years.
William Gaston ’36 is a calling pastor for Faith
Reformed Church in Midland Park, N.J. and preaches
many Sundays since semi-retiring in December 1 985 .
Wilhelm Hayson ’36 provides pulpit supply to the
Krumvillc and Lyonsvillc (N.Y.) Reformed Churches.
40s
Eunice Schouten ’40 Jelsma works for the Presbyte-
rian Peace Program in promotions and activities in
Rochester, N.Y. Although she retired in 1982. Eunice
has attended several travel seminars in Central
America, the Soviet Union, and hopes to visit Africa
soon.
Gordon '41 and Birdie Vis '41 Van Wyk have retired
after 32 years at Meiji Gakuin University in Tokyo.
Japan, one year at Princeton Theological Seminary,
and one ycarat the University of DubuqueTheological
Seminary.
Eugene TenBrink '42 retired from St. John's Church
and is working as a part-time volunteer on the staff of
the Episcopal Church missionary community in
Pasadena. Calif. . promoting the world mission of the
church.
James Burger '43 is now semi-retired but working as
a consultant to the Connecticut National Bank Trust
Co. of Florida.
Calvin DeVries ’43 serves on the Board of Trustees
of Coe College, a Presbyterian-related school in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Jan Clark ’43 DeVries serves on the Iowa State Foster
Care Review Board.
Thomas Boslooper ’45 has completed his work as a
research associate with MacArthur Foundation of
Princeton University and has retired as departmental
assistant for the department of religion at Barnard
College in New York City. He now resides inthcTampa
Bay, Fla. area.
Herbert DuMont ’45, the RCA Synod of Mid-
America's Minister for Missions, was honored in
December at a special recognition dinner in Crete, III.
Herb retired from his position on Dec. 31.
Calvin Malefyt ’46, an RCA pioneer pastor, recently
broke ground for the new Chapel Hill (N.C) Reformed
Church. Ron '61 and Margie Kempkers ’61 Wiegerink
chaired the church's convocation.
Robert Resch ’47 retired after 35 years with Ciba
Pharmaceutical Co. He still resides in Florida.
50s
Donald Boss ’50 is the interim pastor at First
Reformed Church in Randolph, Wise.
Roger Hendricks ’50 is the interim minister for Faith
Community Church of Detroit, Mich, until June 1988.
Myron Hermance ’50 retired after teaching vocal
music at all educational levels: five years in Fremont,
Mich.; three in Holton, Mich.; and 27 in Schenectady,
N. Y. He celebrated his retirement along with his wife.
Alicia VanZocrcn '51 Hermance, who taught
elementary vocal music for 18 1/2 years.
Milton TcnHave ’50 is the pastor of Munith and
Pleasant Lake (Mich.) United Methodist Churches.
Richard Welch '50 was elected president of the Detroit
Metro Chemistry Club, whose purpose is to update
and increase support for chemistry teacher in seven
Detroit area counties.
Cornelia VanBruggen ’51 retired last May from
Borgess Hospital in Kalamazoo, Mich, after 34 years
as an obstetrical nurse. She is currently working
part-time for Upjohn Home Health Care.
Marjorie DeNeut ’52 Boon was re-elected mayor of
Grand Haven. Mich, in November for her fourth term.
In December, she was elected to the National League
of Cities Board of Directors.
Norman Gysbers ’54, professor of education and
counseling psychology at the University of Missouri-
Columbia, received the Spirit of America Award at the
American Vocational Association convention in Las
Vegas. Nev. in December. The award was given by the
United States Air Force. Norman was honored “as a
model of the Spirit of America as exemplified by his
leadership and his continued perseverance to shape the
future of guidance through professional and legislative
actions. His efforts have done much to preserve, fund,
and expand guidance and counseling services for the
students in this country." He will be attending a
meeting in Lisbon. Portugal in February. Norman
helped design the survey instrument for a 10-nation
study on the transition youth make from school to
work.
Jerry Kruyf '56 was recently elected second vice
president of the Audio Visual Management Associa-
tion, a national organization of AV managers. Jerry is
employed in the AV department at Steelcase Inc. in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Joyce VanDoorn ’57 Dejong is the First Lady of
Whitworth College in Spokane. Wash. Her husband is
the college president there.
David Kinkcma '57 received the Community Service
Award for his work in Canton. Ohio. David is the
executive director of the North Canton YMCA. He is
also a member of the North Canton Rotary, Chamber
of Commerce. Community Intervention Committee,
and Athletes in Action.
Arthur Martin ’57 is the pastor of Puna United
Church of Christ in Keaau, Haw. He is also the
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president of the Hawaii Islands Retired Teachers
Association, vice president of the Hilo chapter of the
A.A.R.P.. senior warden at the Kilauea Lodge F.&
AM., chairman of the Ml. View. Haw. election board,
and a delegate for the Hawaii Islands Democratic party.
Robert Ritsema '57 recently completed his term as a
faculty representative of the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA). Bob leaches in the
music department at Hope College.
Donald Stoltz '57 was honored in the Congressional
Record on April 27. 1987 by Congressman Guy
VandcrJagt for 30 years of involvement in civic and
political activities. Don resides in Holland. Mich.
Roger Garvelink "58 has been invited to present a
paper. "From Energy to Robots." at the fifth Interna-
tional Conference on Technology in Edinburgh.
Scotland this March. Roger is representing the
Birmingham, Mich. School District where he is the
superintendent of schools.
Thomas Harris '58 is the pastor of Christ Community
Church in Stony Brook. N.Y. and coaches ninth grade
football, basketball, and baseball at Murphy Junior
High School in Stony Brook.
James Stout '59 is the vice president and district
manager for Scligman Marketing in New York.
60s
Carol Ham ’60 Britt is the head teacher for the child
care center at Bridgewater (Mass.) State College.
Judith Wynne '60 Lubbers was named the Old
Saybrook (Conn.) Teacher of the Year. Judith teaches
first grade at the Goodwin School where she has been
for 16 years.
Bill Roelofs ’61 was elected president of the Sioux
Center (Iowa) School Board this fall.
Janet Hook ’61 Wheelhower is a psychotherapist for
the stale of Florida at the State Prison in Pole County.
Helene Bosch ’61 Zwyghuizen was accepted by
Calvin Seminary in their master of arts in Christian
education program.
Albert Nicolai ’63 is currently an associate professor
of English and coordinator of the honors program at
Middleser County College in Edison. N.J. He recently
wrote the teacher’s guide and compiled the annotated
teacher's edition of the second edition of the McGraw-
Hill College Handbook.
Wayne Saxsma '63 is the branch manager for America
States Insurance Co. in Hemlock. Mich.
Lynne Mulliken '63 Saxsma is working for Saginaw
(Mich. (County Child Development Center — Project
Head Start.
Robert Jones ’64 is the manager of employee relations
of the Plastics Manufacturing and Technology
Divisions for General Electric in Pittsfield. Mass.
Ralph Robrahn '64 is presently serving as the
president of the RCA Synod of Michigan.
Don Thompson ’64 was selected as an adult advisor
for the RCA ProjcctTimolhy in August 1987. He and
six RCA youth visited mission sites in Chiapas.
Mexico.
Robert Anderson '65 was recently appointed director
of pastoral care at Bridgeport (Conn.) Hospital. He
continues to teach at Yale Divinity School as a lecturer
in pastoral theology. Robert also sang with the Yale
Russian Chorus at a State Department luncheon for
Secretary General Mikhail Gorbachev and his wife
during the recent summit conferences.
John Richardson ’65 received the Administrator's
Special Citation Award from the Federal Health and
Human Services. He has also become acting chief of
the social work services in the Navajo Area Indian
Health Center in Window Rock, Ariz.
Jane Kruizenga '65 Schade has been appointed
director of operations for the Colorado Division of the
University of Phoenix. Jane resides in Denver, Colo.
Robert Smit ’65 has been- selected as the resident-
agent-in-charge of the U.S. Customs Office of
investigations in Grand Rapids. Mich. The new office,
which covers the western half of the state and the
upper Michigan peninsula, was opened in September.
Barbara Boike '66 Otis has been an instructor at a
technical college in Fond Du Lac. Wise, for the past
13 years.
Ken Walz '66, president of Ken Walz productions, has
moved into long-form comedy with his production of
Ron Reagan IS the President's Son. starring Ron
Reagan, Jr. It aired on Cincmax in January.
Jerry Autcn '67 is on sabbatical from Bowling Green
State University and is working in the Office of Tax
Policy in the Treasury Department in Washington. D.C.
Nancy Erickson ’67 has resigned from her position
as professor of law at Ohio State University and now
works as an attorney in New York City.
Samuel Langcland ’67 was recently appointed
manager of quality control for Warner-Lambert in their
Lititz (Penn.) plant.
Judith Deenik '69 Gouwcns has been elected to the
Board of Directors of the Network for Outcome-Based
Schools. An article she wrote was published in the
spring 1987 edition of Outcomes, a magazine
published by the Network.
Michael Magee ’69 is controller of the McIntosh
Division of Masco Industries.
Mary Richards ’69 Watson is a member of the New
York Choral Society which holds its concerts in
Camcgie Hall.
70s
As part of the 100th anniversary celebration of the
MIAA, a special tribute to the league’s track alumni
is being planned in conjunction with Field Day on
Friday, May 5 at Calvin College. Watch the April
issue of news from Hope College for details.
Mary Elden ’70 Grant was promoted to finance
manager at St. Mary's Health Services in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Christina Peacock ’70 Powers was employed by the
Denere Museum (Colo.) of Natural History during the
Ramses II Exhibit.
Mary Luckey ’70 was promoted to associate professor
in the department of chemistry and biochemistry at
San Francisco State University. She also received a
five-year Research Career Development Award from
the National Institutes of Health.
Herbert Thomas ’70 opened a private orthopedic
surgery practice with an emphasis on sports medicine
and multiple trauma in Lakewood. Colo.
George Vanderhyde ’70 teaches math and science at
Creston High School in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Eric Witherspoon ’70 is the assistant superintendent
of schools in Hobart. Ind.
Thomas Brown ’71, a data base administrator at
Pannill Knitting Co. in Martinsville, Va.. was the 1987
president of the West Piedmont Chapter of the Data
Processing Management Association.
Terry Gardner ’71 is the director of development and
public relations at the Methodist Children's Home
Society in Detroit. Mich.
Bill O’Connor ’71 was promoted to western New York
general manager for Caremark Division of the Baxter
Healthcare Corp. He also became director and board
member of Advanced Homccare of Western New York .
Karen Koeman ’71 Schley is the director of marketing
for FM: Systems in McLean. Va.
Arlan TenClay ’71 has been installed as pastor of the
Good News Community Church in Wyoming. Mich.
Rick Van Haitsema ’71 recently accepted the call to
be the minister at the Mason County Refonned Church
in Scottville. Mich.
Carol Rynbrandt ’71 Wilson was a member of the
U.S. Dragon Boat Team which took fourth place in
races held in Taipei. Taiwan last May.
Dorothy Tysse ’72 Breen is an assistant professor in
counselor education at the University of Maine.
Bernard Grysen ’72 participated in Michigan
Governor James Blanchard's press tour promoting
recreational vehicle safety. He appeared on television
talk shows in the Detroit area and his comments were
reported by major Michigan newspapers. He previ-
ously served as a vice chairman of the Michigan State
Task Force on Traffic Safety.
HOPE COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION TOUR
The Journey Thru the Bible study-travel pro-
grant is an exciting tour of the places which
shaped biblical history. From Mt. Nebo to
Nazareth, this travel program will give you an
in-depth experience of the history and culture
of the world of the Bible.
w;.
ISRAEL AND JORDAN
-Journey Thru the Bible Study-Travel Program -
June 14-27, 1988
Itinerary
• Jerusalem, including the City of David exca-
vations, the Wailing Wall and the Dome of
the Rock, the Via Dolorosa, the Garden
Tomb, the Mt. of Olives and the Garden of
Gathsemane
• Petra, the incredible ancient rock cut city of
the Nabateans
• Qumran, Masada and the Dead Sea
Cost: $1,450
This includes:
• roundtrip airfare Chicago - Amman
• three meals per day
• lodging in three star or better hotels
• ground transportation in air-conditioned
motor coaches
Passport, visa fees and airport taxes are extra.
A $1 75 deposit per person is due February 29 '












Dr. Barry Bandstra is a professor of Old Testa-
ment and Hebrew Language at Hope College
in Holland. Michigan. He did his graduate work
at Yale University, and post-graduate work at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He is a
veteran director of study programs to Israel.
Jordan and Egypt. _
• Sea of Galilee, including Capernaum and the
Mt. of the Beatitudes
• Caesarea on the Sea
• Nazareth
• Bethlehem
• . . . and much more, including an optional
tour of Cairo and the Pyramids of Egypt
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Tom Gwillim ’72 is a residential loan officer with
Pacific Home Mortgage in Houston, Tex.
Paul Smith ’72 was re-appointed to a three-year term
as director of Beardsless Library and was promoted to
associate professor of theology bibliography at
Western Theological Seminary.
Phil Tapper! ’72 has been promoted from administra-
tive assistant to associate dean at the International
Seminary near Orlando. Fla.
Bettina Brown ’73 was recently appointed principal
ofGlerum Elementary School in Holland, Mich, and
a kindergarten through grade 12 reading/writing
coordinator for West Ottawa public schools.
Mike Ebbers ’73 has moved to Dallas, tex. with IBM,
where he is a senior instructor teaching laser printing
to customers with large computer systems.
Hal Fitzgerald ’73 is the manager of finance for S2
Yachts in Holland, Mich.
Janet Koolhaas ’73 and her husband Case are working
in a developing area of Langley, British Columbia to
start a new RCA church called Emmaus Christian
Fellowship. They previously served the Drayton
Reformed Church in Ontario, Canada from 1981-87.
Bill Munsell ’73 was chosen to be one of 12 Key
Teachers to facilitate curriculum revisions for the
Houston, Tex. Independent School District.
Pearl Stark ’74 McHaney is pursuing a Ph.D. in
English (modem American literature) at Georgia State
University. She has published several articles and
reviews concerning the writings of Eudora Welly.
Eric Peterson ’74 is the chief organizer and computer
systems coordinator for Here's Life Inner City
Resource and Training Center and Citihope Radio
Studios in New York City. The Center focuses on
modeling and training in evangelism and discipleship,
leadership development, and broad assistance to
ministries that are serving the poor in the inner city.
Claire VanderMeulen ’75 Gibbs has been promoted
to manager for compensation and benefits for the
Aerospace Division of Harris Corp. , a Fortune 200
electronics and communications firm based in
Melbourne, Fla.
Denise Sullivan ’75 Talcott is a project manager for
Johnson Controls Inc. Automotive Systems Group in
Michigan.
Barbara Brehm ’75 Taylor is the director of the
Newland Child Development Center in the North
Carolina Blue Ridge Mountains.
Richard VanOss ’75 is the director of music at First
Rcfomied Church in Holland, Mich. He directs the
Chancel and Junior Choirs and is also the organist.
Glenn Chalmers ’76 and his wife.Marcy Darin ’76,
are moving to Boston, Mass, where Glenn will be on
the staff of the Episcopal City Mission, and Marcy
will be editor of the Journal of Women's Ministries.
John Jensen ’76 started his own company in Fairfield,
Conn, called Outdoor Recreation Services, Ltd.
Bolt Moore ’76 and his family have been living in
Europe and working for Campus Crusade for Christ.
They returned to the United States for one year at the
University of Michigan. The Moores will return to
Europe this year.
Jon Soderstrom ’76 is president of a newly-formed
coalition of churches and civic groups focused on
helping the area hungry and homeless called Aid to
Distressed Families of Anderson County (Tenn.). Jon
was a member of a group study exchange between
East Tennesee and Northern Sweden sponsored by
Rotary International Foundation and spent five-and-a-
half weeks in Sweden this past summer.
Cheryl Blodgett ’76 VanOss is the director of the
handbell choir at First Reformed Church in Holland,
Mich.
Laurie Andrea ’77 is in her senior year of clinical
psychology at the California School of Professional
Psychologists.
David DeZwaan ’77 has been promoted to manager
of Roadway Express, Inc. in Flint, Mich.
Kay Gouwens ’77 has accepted the position of special
assistant attorney general in the Office of the Governor,
State of Alaska, in Washington, D.C.
James Hines ’77 represented Hope College at the
inauguration of the new president at Westminster
College in New Wilmington, Pehn.
Michael Hooker ’77 has returned after three-and-a-
half years in Germany at the U.S. Army Chaplain’s
School. In December, Michael, a captain, received the
Meritous Service Medal.
Michael Potter ’77 is a market development manager
for OMC Drive Systems of Illinois.
Eric Smevog ’77 is a clinical psychologist and has
recently published a research paper in the New England
Journal of Psychology called "Environmental Pollutant
Induced Dementia Among the Baby Boom Generation.”
Sharon Adcock ’78 is a marketing representative for
Pansophic Systems Coputer Graphics Division in
Oakbrook, III.
Linda Bos ’78 is the minister of small groups at the
Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, Calif, after. serving
a two-year residency in clinical pastoral education
there.
Douglas Crew ’78 is a medical intern at Metropolitan
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
David Dingman ’78 is the director of plays at
Atascadero (Calif.) High School and is active in
Pioneer Players, a local theater group. David still
teaches sixth grade at Lewis Avc. Elementary School.
Carol Donohue ’78 Gephart took a year off from
teaching to devote time to training for triathalons.
Carol competes extensively and Triathalon Today
magazine calls her “the face to watch in 1988."
Anthony Nieuwkoop ’78 has accepted the position of
molecular biology instructor here at Hope.
Bob Laning ’78 is the chaplain at the Federal
Correctional Institution at Butner, N.C.
Nancy Clair ’78 Otterstrom is the director of treasury
services at Save the Children in Westport, Conn.
Scott Pontier ’78 is the founder and director of a
national employee assistance program (REACH) based
at Fair Oaks Hospital in Summit, N.J. He also
maintains a part-time private practice in marriage
counseling and general psychotherapy.
Susan Ahlgrim ’78 Stoddard is the vice president of
finance ofVisiting Nurse Service ofWestem Michigan
in Grand Rapids.
Richard Farkas ’79 works for the investment banking
firm ofTraub and Company, Inc. in Indianapolis, Ind.
David Kammeraad ’79 is president and owner of
Preusser Jewelers of Grand Rapids, Michigan's oldest
jewelers. David earned a graduate degree in gemology
and is one of a few nationally certified gem and jewelry
appraisers in the state. -
Gregory Lundie ’79 is a coatings engineer for Applied
Films Lab, Inc. in Boulder, Colo.
Matthew McNally ’79 is still with the U.S. Navy
Dental Corps and recently relumed from a tour with
the U.S. Marines in Okinawa, Japan.
Lenora Parish ’79 is the vice president of Citibank
in the investment performance evaluation department.
Sarah Rosso ’79 McCaughey is the associate program
director for the internal medicine residency program
at St. John's Hospital in Detroit, Mich. Sarah also has
a hospital based internal medicine practice.
Laurie Selwyn ’79 is the library director of Palestine
(Tex.) Public Library.
CarlToren ’79 and his wife Margaret will be traveling
to Aira, Ethiopia as Reformed Church missionaries in
June 1988. Carl will work as a pediatrician and
Margaret as a nurse practitioner.
Elizabeth VandcrWoude ’79 is the national sales
manager forWCUZ AM /FM in Grand Rapids, Mich.
John Voorhorst ’79 is assistant director for Japan
operations of the manufacturing development group
for the Michigan Department of Commerce in
Lansing, Mich.
80s
Peter Arnovdse ’80 is a senior research chemist for
Dow Cemical Co. in Midland, Mich.
David Bruins ’80 is a senior accountant for Sinrod
and Tash of Washington. D.C.
Douglas Congdon ’80 started a pathology residency
at Hurley Medical Center in Flint, Mich.
Ruth VanSlooten ’80 Howard is a product manager
for the systems marketing group of the moveable walls
product line at Steelcase Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Carol Mohrlock ’80 is teaching fourth grade for Ann
Arbor (Mich.) public schools.
Tom Pierson ’80 is teaching third grade at Kenwood
Elementary School in Cadillac, Mich. He is also
coaching varsity track at the high school.
Marianne Rice ’80 Plaunt is in her third year as a
post-doctoral research associate in the microbiology
department at the University ofTennesse-Memphis.
Steve Smallegan ’80 was the featured writer for the
Reformed Church devotional, “Words of Hope," in
July and was then appointed by Classis Cascades to
the board of that ministry in October.
Mike VanLente ’80 is a postdoctoral fellow for the
Institute of Paper Chemistry in Appleton, Wise.
Elizabeth Hoisington ’81 coauthored an article
entitled "Occupational Prestige and the 1980 U.S.
Labor Force” which was published in Social Science
Research.
Frederick Howard ’81 is an investment officer for
Capital Holding Corporation in Louisville, Ky.
Meredith Hull ’81 is a senior personnel representative
with the Accident Fund of Michigan in Lansing.
Cathy Keast ’81 is a systems engineer for Hewlett-
Packard in the San Francisco, Calif, office.
Burt Leland ’81 is a software engineer for Molecular
Design Limited — a chemical software company —
in Fremont, Calif.
Martin Lutzeier ’81 is working for a new insurance
company. Confederation Life Insurance, in San
Francisco, Calif.
David Novaez ’81 is a first lieutenant in the U.S.
Marine Corps at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Thomas Picard ’81 is a resident physician in psychiatry
for the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Ks.
Susan Ward ’81 is attending Northwestern University
Law School.
Karl Droppers ’82 is the development director at
Indian Trails Camp, a camp and retreat center for
physically handicapped adults and children.
Julie Garlinghouse ’82 Ridl is the assistant editor of
Birder's World magazine in Holland, Mich.
Adam Begley ’83 is the vice president/part-owner of
Bruischat Environmental Inc., a manufacturer of
environmental test chambers in Holland, Mich.
Kim Logie ’83 Burns is working with a street
ministry. Active Evangelism, in Lansing, Mich, with
her husband, Tom.
Tim Custer ’83 is the associate pastor at Bayshore
Gardens Reformed Church in Bradenton, Fla.
Lori Visscher ’83 Droppers is a part-time pediatric
physical therapist at Mary Free Bed Hospital and
Rehabilitation Center in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Andrea Ehmann ’83 is a certified public accountant
for Abeles and Hoffman, P.C. in St. Louis, Mo.
Timothy Lowe ’83 is a senior at Princeton Theological
Seminary.
Tim Sale ’83 works for Primus Monetary Investment
Co. in Zeeland, Mich.
Peter Shum ’83 is an assistant professor of computer
science at Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa.
Todd VandcrWoude ’83 is the assistant general
manager of the Harrisburg (Penn.) Senators Baseball
Club, affiliated with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Gregory VerBeek ’83 was recently appointed the
midwestem regional account manager for Certified
Collatoral Corporation in Chicago. III.
John Weidenfeller ’83 started a private dentistry
practice in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Roland Aragona ’84 is working on his master of arts
degree in history-Latin American studies at Oakland
University.
Jeff Beswick ’84 is an attorney with Vamum.
Riddering, Schmidt, & Howlett in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Bryan Bush ’84 passed his Michigan Bar Exam and
works for the law firm of Brennan & Hollins in Santa
Ana, Calif. He will be taking the California Bar exam
soon.
Susan Growney ’84 Crowley is a second-year
medical student at the Medical College of Ohio in
Toledo.
Karen Kossen ’84 Custer is a second year law student
at Stetson University College of Law in St. Petersburg.
Fla. She has been elected to the Stetson Law Review
and to serves as a teaching fellow.
Beth Kowalke ’84 Damon is teaching physcial
education for Beldlijig (Mich.) Middle School.
Ann Pangborn '84 Gustafson is a research manager
for AT&T in New Jersey.
Eric Hubbard ’84 is an associate with the law firm
of Fish & Neave in Manhattan. N.Y.
Margie Koster ’84 Krause is working in international
sales at Herman Miller Inc. as a project coordinator.
She resides in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ken Neevel ’84 was promoted to assistant director of
admissions at Hope College.
Sarah Renkes ’84 Neevel was promoted to a credit
coordinator for Haworth Inc. in Holland, Mich.
Mary Gaffney ’84 Rcohr is a kindergarten teacher in
the Beaverton (Ore.) school district.
Rebecca Stevens ’84 is a corporate accountant for the
Taubman Co. . Inc. in Bloomfield Hills, Mich. She is
also enrolled in the master of science degree in research
at Walsh College.
Cynthia Van Iteh ’84 is a sendee center manager for
Federal Mogul Corp. in Boston. Mass.
Joyce Chandler ’84 Zandee is a biostatistician for
the Parke-Davis research division of Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co. in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Jayne Courts ’85 is in her third year of medical school
at the University of Michigan.
Mary Ellen Doucette ’85 is employed by the law firm
of Fraser, Trielbilcock, David & Foster in Lansing,
Mich. She is also finishing her first year at Thomas
M. Cooley Law School.
Carlotta Ellison ’85 is an accountant executive for
WHTCAVYXX Radio in Holland-Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Johnny Marmelstein ’85 is the athletic director at
Wilmington Christian High School in Gardena, Calif.
Kathryn IVoupe ’85 Smith is a physical therapist at
St. Joseph's Mercy Hospital in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Michael Smith ’85 is in his second year at the
University of Michigan School of Dentistry.
Kent Sutton ’85 received his U.S. Navy wings and
will be flying the F- 14 Tomcat in Miramar, Calif.
Nancy Weller ’85 works for the Migrant Health Clinic
in Holland, Mich.
Jane Abe ’86 is an operations/sales assistant for
National Securities Network in Chicago, III.
Ramin Ahmadi ’86 is a student at the Medical College
of Wisconsin.
Andrew Bloemers ’86 is an investment manager for
CoAmerica Bank in Detroit. Mich.
Rodney Brush ’86 is a-network accountant for
Steelcase Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich. He also recently
joined the Grand Rapids Jaycees.
John Buchanan ’86 is pursuing a Ph.D. in chemistry
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
John Ekleberry ’86 has been promoted to branch
manager of the Kentwood (Mich.) office of Metro-
Banc.
Leslie Harlan ’86 is a stewardess for Continental
Airlines and is based in Waikiki, Haw.
Karen Henderlong ’86 is the youth director for Trinity
Reformed Church and a high school special education
teacher in Rochester, N.Y.
Christine Peterson ’86 Jackson is producing
television commercials and industrial videotapes for
Videobred Inc. in Louisville, Ky.
Paula Oitker '86 Kidwell has been appointed
consultant associate for Alpha & Omega Pension
Consultants in San Diego, Calif.
Ann Lootens ’86 is an administrative assistant in the
cell biology and immunology departments at the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle , Wash.
Holly Rabbai '86 is employed by West Michigan
Environmental Action Council as a program specialist
for the used oil recycling program for the State of
Michigan.
Laurentia Som de Cerff '86 has received a graduate
fellowship award from Central Michigan University
where she is studying clinical psychology.
Cyndy Stannard ’86 is the athletic trainer for The
Center for Sports Medicine and Fitness in Ann Arbor,
Mich. She also the head trainer at Tecumseh High
School.
Christine Zuidema ’86 is a registered nurs£ at the
University of Michigan on the child psychology
research unit. She is also working on a master's degree
at the University of Michigan.
The 1987 edition of the Milestone has been mailed
to members of the Class of 1987 who ordered a
copy. If you have not received your copy contact
the Alumni Office, 616-394-7860. A limited number
of copies are available for $18.00. Send your check
to the Alumni Office if you wish to receive a copy.
Julie Adams '87 teaches fifth grade at Glen Lake
(Mich.) Community School.
Karen Blasch ’87 is a senior analyst in the individual
life department, rates and dividends division in the
Electronic Maintenance section of New York Life
Insurance Co. of Manhattan, N.Y.
Steve Cooper ’87 is a management information
consultant for Arthur Andersen and Co. in
Washington. D.C.
Jeff Disher ’87 is working toward a master of science
degree from the University of Michigan. He is also a
Young Life volunteer leader.
Phillip Hyun '87 is a personal health care volunteer
for the Peace Corps in New Guinea.
Nancy Kulier ’87 is a budget analyst for the American
Bankers Association in Washington, D.C.
Kevin Large ’87 is pursuing a master's degree in
psychology at West Georgia College in Carrollton.
Kim McBee ’87 is a market research assistant/editorial
assistant with the Community Associations Institute in
Alexandria, Va.
Kimberly Peppel ’87 is a buyer for Inflight Duty Free
Shop Inc. in Soho, N.Y.
Anne Marie Richards ’87 is a kindergarten teacher
at a private school in Gainesville, Fla. She is also
working on a master's degree in educational psychol-
ogy from the University of Florida.
Dotty St. Amand ’87 is a social service coordinator
at Springbrook Manor in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kris Vander Vennen ’87 is working at Butterworth
Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich, on the medical-surgi-
cal fioor.
Andrew Walsh ’87 is a software engineer for
CaseWare in Costa Mesa, Calif.
Beth French ’87 Webster is a substitute teacher for
Arlington, Va. public schools.
marriages
Peter Amovdse '80 and Deanna Sharp, Feb. 7, 1987.
Michael Brewer '84 and Tamara Hoshal '85, May
16, 1987.
Ken Brock and Sue Poppink '75, Sept. 25. 1987,
Chevy Chase, Md.
Tom Cathey '84 and Jana DeGraaf '85, Aug, 29,
1987, Holland, Mich.
Chris Cook and Lonia Nyenhuis '84, Nov. 7, 1987.
Saugatuck. Mich.
Stephen Cornelius and Karen Hoogerwerf '80, Nov.
14, 1987.
Gene Crowley and Susan Growney '84, March 26,
1986.
Edward DeGroot '84 and Mary Beth Hoogland,
Sept. 19, 1987, Grand Rapids, Mich.
John DeNccf '87 and Joni Vander Zouwen '84, Oct.
10, 1987. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Richard Parkas '79 and Debra Spychalski, Dec. 12,
1987, Indianapolis, Ind.
Eric Gustafson ’87 and Linda Newhof, June 27,
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1987. Grand Rapids. Mich.
James Harris and Pamela Meyer '80. Aug. 30. 1986.
Douglas Hutson and Denise Swartz '86. July 18,
1987. Marccllus. Mich.
Joseph Jackson and Christine Peterson '86. Aug.
22. 1987, Jeffersonville. Ind.
Brian Klaus '88 and Qeborah Saylor. Oct. 2. 1987.
Sandusky. Mich.
Todd Krause and Margie Kostcr '84, Oct. 17. 1986.
Donald Kuipers and Gayle Bond '87, Oct. 3. 1987.
Holland. Mich.
Martin Lutzeicr '85 and Deanna Galang, Feb. 14.
1987, San Francisco. Calif.
Michel McGuire and Jana Borgerson '84. Aug. I.
1987, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Charles Miller and Nancy DeBliek '82, May 2.
1987.
Ivan Mocrman and Glcnnyce Klcis Russcher '56.
Jan. 1, 1987, Kalamazoo. Mich.
Dennis Page and Marcia Ryan '71, July 19, 1986,
Westwood. Calif.
Robert Palma and Amy Trcvarrow '88. April 25.
1987, Birmingham. Mich.
Ed Prelgauskas and Marilyn Sprcng. Sept. 4. 1987.
Timothy Sale ’83 and Sandra Cammenga, Sept. 18.
1987, Holland. Mich.
David Schrocder '78 and Margery Gredes. Dec. 19,
1987. West Bloomfield. Mich.
Peter Shum '83 and Jen-Jen Hwang, Nov. 21. 1987.
Iowa City. Iowa.
Michael ^ Smith '85 and Kathryn Troupe '85, Aug.
8. 1987, Grand Haven, Mich.
Kent Sutton '85 and Tina Jeselnik. June 27. 1987,
Pensacola, Fla.
ToddVandcrWoude '83 and Kathy McQuillin, Oct.
3. 1987, Richmond. Va.
David Wasy kiewiez and Wendy Townsend '86. July
II. 1987.
Richard Webster '84 and Beth French ’87. Nov. 28,
1987. South Haven, Mich.
Zachary Wichot and Donna Annillo ’73. June 7,
1986, Wayne. N.J.
Kim Wilson and Audrey Vcldman '78, July II, 1987.
Austin. Tex.
births
David and Diana Beyer '81 Batema. Kathryn
Amanda. July 29. 1987. Flint. Mich.
George '80 and Mary Baumgartner, Rachel Marie.
Sept. 18. 1987.
Bruce '82 and Peggy Griffin '83 Bere, Bruce
Robert. Oct. 17. 1987.
Stephen and Elizabeth Randall '73 Best. Sarah
Kathleen. March 31, 1987, Eric. Penn.
Scott and Marjory Sikkema '84 Brokaw, Christopher
Scott. Dec. 25, 1986, Mathews. N.C.
Joseph and Joyce Drolen ’72 Budge, Emily Joy,
Aug. 21. 1987, Kalamazoo. Mich.
Tim and Kim Logie ’83 Bums, Josiah Philip, March
26, 1987, Lansing, Mich.
Glenn '81 and Lisa Bock '83 Bussics, Justin John,
Oct. 24. 1987. Holland. Mich.
Gregory and Linda Baker '80 Condal. Amanda
Lindsay, Sept. 14, 1987, Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
Martin and Lori Nevlezcr '8 1 DcPoint, Alana Mary,
July 21, 1987, North Tonawanda, N.C.
Charles and Karen McElban '78 Doades, Marc
Christopher, April 10, 1987, Woodbridge, Va.
Karl ’82 and Lori Visscher '83 Droppers, Neil
Harrison. Oct. 13, 1987, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Craig '12 and Janet Falctti, Jonathan Craig, Jan.
15, 1987, Chicago, III.
Raymond ’69 and Charlotte Buis '68 Fylstra, Henry
Buis, March 10, 1987, Hinsdale, III.
Steven '81 and Paula Nutter 'SOGelpi, Christopher
Andres, Oct. 2. 1986, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
David '73 and Trisha Lemmcr '74 Gosselar,
Margaret Ellen, Oct. 23. 1987, Holland, Mich.
Joseph and Diane McCabe ’76 Grapponc, Kyle
Nicholas, Oct. 12. 1987, Bethpage, N.Y.
Bob '84 and Robbi Rietberg '83 Hartt, Ryley
William, Sept. I. 1986, Arlington, Va.
Carl and Leah Sundcrlin '79 Haugnelund, Christian
Rolf. Aug. 15, 1987, Naperville, III.
David '76 and Wcna Higgins, Jessica Faith, Nov.
21. 1986, Houston. Tex.
Gregory '84 and Marilyn Kuntzman '84 Hondorp,
David Nathan. July 16. 1987, Detroit. Mich.
Douglas and Linda Ott ’83 Hunt, Sarah Elizabeth,
Sept. 30, 1987, Manchester, N.H.
Harold and Debra Hanson ’83 Imperatore, Jenna
Leigh. May 6, 1987.
Jeff and Lynn Winkels '81 Japinga. Mark Rodger.
Aug. 21. 1987. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Werner '74 and Barbara Watt '74 Jorck. Alexander
Watt, Oct. 13, 1987.
Brian and Susan Hartgerink '82 Kangas, Erik
Michael. July 17, 1987. Lansing, Mich.
Elias and Deb Kunzi '81 Khoriaty, Justin David.
Jan. 29, 1987, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steve and Ann Northuis '78 Knoll . Mitchell James,
May 13, 1987.
John and Vicki TenHakcn '73 Mcshkin, Alison
TcnHakcn, Oct. 5, 1987.
Tim ’74 and Pamela Merkle, H. Tyler. Nov. 8, 1987,
Columbus, Ohio.
- Todd and Bobettc Aardema '75 Morgan. Katherine
Grace, Oct. 28, 1987, Sarasota, Fla.
Douglas '72 and Donna Huizenga '72 Nelson,
Lucas Benjamin, March II, 1987. Ojai, Calif.
Rick and Beth Visscher '79 Nielsen, Sara Michelle,
Nov. II, 1987, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thomas '81 and Betty Peterson ’81 Picard, Katy
Lynn, Oct. 13, 1986.
Tom '80 and Deb Bussema '80 Pierson, Preston
Issac, Dec. II, 1987, Cadillac, Mich.
James and Marianne Rice '80 Plaunt, Adam James,
May II. 1987, Memphis, Tenn.
Tim '81 and Vickie Pocl, Joshua David, May 17,
1987, Hudsonville, Mich.
Michael 'll and Lynn Potter, Ean Michael. Nov.
30, 1987.
Clayton and Christine Peacock '70 Powers, adopted
Anna Marie, bom April 27, 1970, and Amanda
Michelle, bom Feb. 8, 1972, on Dec. 12, 1986,
Aurora, Colo.
Edwin '74 and Jill Redder, Rebecca Allyn, Sept. 4,
1987, Holland, Mich.
Donald '72 and Lynne Waller ’75 Remo, Matthew
Donald, Sept. 4, 1987, Venice, Fla.
Evan and Susan Arwe ’81 Roelofs, Katherine
Suzanne and Nicole Marie, Sept. 24, 1987, San
Francisco, Calif.
Mark and Jannie Lillrose ’83 Sabo, Megan Lynn,
Nov. 6. 1986, Lansing, Mich.
Eli ’78 and Lynne Schack ’80 Sanchez, Michael.
Aug. 24. 1987. Ridgewood, N.J.
Charles '78 and Judith Seifert, Elizabeth Ann, Aug.
15. 1987, Holland, Mich.
James and Karen Hostetler '75 Simpson, James
Wesley HI, June 15, 1987, Dothan. Ala.
Steve ’80 and Brenda Smallegan, Laura Nicole,
June 21, 1987, Nooksack, Wash.
David and Carolyn Gaugler '69 Spadafora, Claire
Elizabeth, May 22, 1987.
Michael '78 and Marian Speidel, Justin Michael,
Sept. 22. 1987. Sparta, N.J.
Robert and Nancy MacKinnon '78 VanArk. Elicia
Marie, April 19, 1987 , Holland, Mich.
Jim and Diane Sadler ’81 Vandcr Maas, Rose Ellen,
March 14. 1987.
Fred '74 and Kim VanDahm, Jack Warren, Sept. 17,
1987, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jim and Janet Corretore '82 Vandergrift, Joshua
James, May 6, 1987, Rochester, N.Y.
Tom 'll and Wendy Greenwood 'll Van Tassell,
Laura Jane, Sept. 26, 1987, Burbank, Calif.
Pat '82 and Marcia Wolfiss '81 Von Ehr, Justin Jay,
April 20, 1987, West Olive. Mich.
William and Nancy Struck '74 Watt, Samuel
Andrew, Oct. 10, 1987, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dean '84 and Debra Wettack '84 Welsch, Aaron
Michael, Dec. 4, 1987, Minneapolis, Minn.
Noel ’78 and SueAnn VanSkiver '79 Wing,
AnnaMaria Allison, Nov. 10, 1987, Schenectady, N.Y.
advanced degrees
Peter Amovdse '80, Ph.D.-in chemistry, Purdue
University, June 1987.
Carl Benes ’62, doctor of ministry. Drew University,
Oct. 1987.
Jeff Beswick '84, juris doctor. University of
Michigan Law School, 19.87.
Dorothy Tysse '72 Breen, Ph.D. in counseling
psychology. University of Wisconsin, 1987.
Douglas Crew '78, M.D., Ohio University College
of Medicine, June 1987.
Robert Dalton '84, doctor of chiropractory, Logan
Chiropractor School, Dec. 1987.
Mark Honkanen ’85, master of science degree in
chemistry. University of Califomia-San Diego, June
1987.
Eric Hubbard '84, juris doctor. University of
Michigan, 1987.
Dean Morier, Ph.D. in psychology. University of
Minnesota, Oct. 1987.
Jean Reynolds '79 Skelton, master of arts degree in
education with an emphasis in learning disabilities.
Grand Valley State College, Aug. 1987.
Cyndy Stannard ’86, master of arts degree in sports
medicine. Western Michigan University, June 1987.
Carolyn Lange '52VanderWoude, master of science
degree in special education, Mankato Slate University,
June 1987.
Mike Van Lente '80. Ph.D. in organic chemistry.
University of Minncsota-Minncapolis. 1987.
Lora Hanson '82 Warner. Ph. D. in health administra-
tive sciences. Virgina Commonwealth University,
1987.
John Weidenfeller '83, D.D.S., Case Western
Reserve University, May 1987.
Eric Witherspoon '70, Ph.D. in educational
adminstration and management, Purdue University,
Dec. 1987.
deaths
Allen Aardsma ’57 died on Dec. 2, 1987. He served
three RCA churches in Iowa and Michigan.
Surviving are his wife Jennie and four children.
Laurance Kupfrian II ’69 died Nov. 6, 1987 in
Royal Palm Beach, Fla.
Surviving are his daughter Trinda, his parents, two
brothers, and one sister.
Gerrit Levey ’46 died Nov. 3, 1987.
The N.S. Shaler Professor of Chemistry at Berea
College since 1949, Gerrit served for many years as
the department chairman. In 1962, he received The
Seabury Award for Excellence in teaching, Berea's
highest faculty award. He received his Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin in 1949.
Gerrit was a member of the American Chemical
Society, Kentucky Academy of Science, South Central
Association of Chemists, Sigma Xi and Phi Lambda
Epsilon honor societies. He was also a frequent
contributor to professional journals and received two
science faculty fellowships from the National Science
Foundation and an Atomic Energy Commission
Fellowship.
Surviving are his wife Mary, his stepmother, three
-sons, four brothers, and one sister.
William Mestler ’53 died Oct. 27, 1986 inTarzana,
Calif.
Surviving are his wife Isabel '54, a daughter, and
a son.
Alyle Schutter ’53 died Oct. 20, 1987 in Muskegon,
Mich'.
Since 1975, he had been the minister of vislitation
at Unity Reformed Church in Muskegon.
After graduating from Hope, Alyle pursued studies
at New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Princeton
Seminary, and Union Seminary. He served six
pastorates in New York, New Jersey, and Michigan,
and was a member of the Board of Education of the
RCA Christian Action Committee for 18 years.
He was also a member of the New Brunswick
Seminary Education Board, Chaplain's Committee for
RCA at Rutgers University, the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, president of the Westchester and
Montgomery Classis, and the Preaching, Teaching,
Reaching Ministry in New York and New Jersey. Alyle
celebrated the 50th anniversary of his ordination in
July 1986.
Surviving are his wife Helen, one daughter and one
son, four grandchildren, a brother, and a sister.
Martha Ossewaarde ’16 Schwind died Nov. 19,
1987.
She attended Hope for six years, four in preparatory
school and two in college, and graduated in nursing
from Rush Presbyterian, St. Luke's School of Nursing
in Chicago. III. In 1942, she also received a bachelor
of science degree from Nazareth College in Louisville,
Ky. Martha received a commendation for meritorious
service from the United States Public Health Service
as an instructor of members of the U.S. Cadet Nurse
Corps during World War II.
Surviving is her husband Emest.
Ruth TeLinde ’26died Sept. 12, 1987 in Baltimore,
Md.
After receiving her master's degree from Columbia
University, Ruth had a long and successful career as
an educator and administrator in the field of public
health nursing. When she retired in 1965, she was the
director of the graduate school of publ ic health nursing
at the University ofWisconsin-Madison. Priortothat,
she had served as the director of the graduate school
of public health nursing at Syracuse University and as
the head of the Visiting Nurse Association in
Milwaukee, Wise.
Surviving are a brother, two nephews, and a niece.
Henrietta Beyers ’27 Van Es died Nov. 11, 1986
in San Jose, Calif.
After graduating from Hope, with a year at the
Biblical Seminary in New York and a year at Western
Theological Seminary, she served the Reformed
Church in four American Indian fields — Winnebago,
Neb.; Colony, Okla.; Mescalero, N.M.; and Macy,
Neb. Afterwards she served the RCA with husband
Peter in California, Washington, Colorado, and New
York.
Henrietta also served the Reformed Church Women
from the beginning of its organization.
Surviving are her huband Peter, two daughters, a
son, a stepsister, and two stepbrothers.
Wilma Oxner ’15 Whitwam died June 26, 1985.
sympathy
to the Mary Quade family of Douglas, Mich. Mary
died Nov. 22, 1987 after a short illness. She was a
member of the Hope College admissions staff for 10
years.
Effective Estate Planning
You don’t need to be retired to
think about planning your estate.
If you’re married
If you’re single
kk If you own property
If you own a business
If you have children
You need to begin thinking about
your estate planning needs.
Here’s some information you may find helpful.
Just check the appropriate box to
receive any of the following:
 An Estate Planning Quiz
 Charted Giving Plans
 How To Make A Will That Works
 When Should A Woman Have A Will?
Send To:
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Black Monday creates hazy daze ahead
by Dr. Robert Gentenaar and Dr. Robert Cline
r  The slock market sure knows how to get our attention. First it
j| gave us the intrigue of insider trading and then the excitement
ol an ever increasing market into the 2,700's for the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA). Finally, the market crashed on Monday.
Oct. 19, 1987.
Was it a meltdown or a gigantic blackhole that absorbed approxi-
mately $1 trillion in wealth? The predictions for the market in the
short term now range from acomplete collapse with the. DJIA falling
below 1.000 to an immediate correction with the Dow Jones rising
to over 3,600.
Optimists view the market correction as a benefit to our economy's
future because it reduces the fear of inflation. Pessimists view it as
the possible cause of a near-term depression due to reduced consumer
spending. The only point of agreement is that the events of Oct . 1 9
will never be forgotten and probably never completely understood.
It is our contention that both the historic bull market and correction
in October were caused by demand and supply factors directly related
to underlying economic conditions.
A number of explanations have surfaced to explain why stocks
fell 508 points in a single day. A popular scapegoat is a trading device
called programmed trading. Some of the daily volatility can probably
be traced to this extremely fast, automatic trading of large amounts
of stock. But to blame this mechanism for the fall is like blaming
your car for taking you to work. If program trading was the cause
then its elimination should correct the problem. Few analysts believe
this fairy tale.
The U.S. economy just completed its 62nd consecutive month of
real economic growth, a record for peacetime expansion. With above
average growth in new jobs and relatively moderate inflation, this
has been an impressive economic performance. Will the economy be
pulled into a recession by the negative developments in the stock
market or will continued real economic growth revive the market ?
To answer this puzzling paradox, we will identify and put into
perspective some of the important economic crosscurrents contribut-
ing to this high degree of uncertainty in the economic outlook.
To understand the factors currently affecting financial markets, it
is necessary to look more closely at the complex relationship between
the Federal budget deficits, the U.S. balance of trade and the current
economic expansion which began in November 1982.
Figure 1 focuses on the Federal budget and trade deficits. From
1979 to 1981 Federal deficits averaged overS64 billion. While large
in size, these deficits were not unexpected. They represented the
normal cyclical increase in deficits during economic downturns. What
was unexpected was the massive accumulation of deficits totalling
almost one trillion dollars over the next six years, a sum exceeding,
by over S 150 billion, the entire amount of federal debt accumulated
since 1929.
The explanation for this massive level of deficit spending is the
structural imbalance between federal spending and revenues which
following the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. This act would
have reduced federal revenues by almost $900 billion over the 1982
to 1987 period. While subsequent tax increases partly reclaimed some
of this lost revenue, federal deficits still soared to over 5% of the







gross national product (GNP) by 1985. While the debate over whether
these deficits were caused by too much federal spending or too few
tax dollars may never by resolved, there is no doubt that the 1982
tax cuts precipitated the fundamental imbalance which will affect the
U.S. economy for decades to come.
The link between record federal deficits and the stock market plunge
of Oct. 19 is found in the disappointing performance of saving in the
United States since 1 98 1. Funds to cover excessive Federal spending
had to be borrowed from U.S. citizens or overseas investors.
Unfortunately, while Federal deficits rose to record levels, U.S.
citizens were embarking on their own consumption binge.
As consumption rose, personal saving in the U.S. fell sharply from
5.29f of income in 198I to an unprecedented low of less than 3%
during 1987. Because U.S. citizens were, in effect, using their
personal saving to finance their own consumption, little domestic
saving was available to finance investment in productive plant and
equipment and the federal deficits. This investment shortfall will,
unfortunately, lower our future standard of living.
Given the shortfall in domestic saving, the U.S. was forced to
borrow from overseas to finance the Federal deficits. This foreign
borrowing was the balancing item which allowed the U.S. economy,
and particularly the Federal government, to consume more than
domestic income could finance. This massive overseas borrowing
turned the U.S. into a debtor nation to the point where foreign
investments in the U.S. now exceed U.S. investments abroad.
While both U.S. consumers and the Federal government enjoyed
the immediate benefits of continued debt-financed spending, the
long-run structural damage being done to the U.S. economy was only
faintly visible. The first apparent casualty was federal spending
programs ‘crowded out' by the fast-growing share of budget-going
to pay for interest on the Federal debt.
A second, and more significant, problem was the severe damage
done to the U.S. manufacturing sector by the flood of imports into
the U.S. The loss of our international competitiveness was a direct
result of the rising value of the U.S. dollar, the necessary counterpart'
to our increasing dependence on foreign debt.
Figure l also shows the deterioration in the U.S. balance of trade
which has now become the focal point of financial and media
attention. As recently as l98l,theU.S. balance oftrade surplus was
over 2% of GNR Starting in 1 982, however, the trade balance became
negative with the deficit reaching a record level of 3.6% of GNP by
I987 — a level not experienced in any other postwar expansion.
Had it not been for a strongly expansionary monetary policy, the
damage from the Federal budget and trade deficits would have been
evident much sooner in the U.S. As shown in Figure 2, the money
supply grew steadily until some time in 1 982 when growth acceler-
ated. This explains why interest rates didn't skyrocket and why U.S .
business investment was not ’crowded out” as severely as many
economists predicted.
The Federal Reserve supplied the necessary liquidity to the
economy to finance the excessive spending on the part of government
and consumers. This was a major factor in the impressive stock
market rise from !982to 1987. As longas U.S. interest rates remained
above those in Europe or Japan, foreign investors were also willing
to help finance this excess spending.
The dollar started falling in the first quarter of 1985, coinciding
with both the acceleration of the money supply and the widening
trade deficit. The falling dollar makes U.S. products and stocks in
U.S. companies cheaper for foreigners. At the same time that
increases in the money supply were fueling more spending in the
U.S.. foreigners with more dollars in their hands were finding that
the best investment values were to be found in U.S. financial markets.
We had an economic and financial boom and that boom was financed
by the Federal Reserve.
But the boom could not be sustained. In reaction to increasing
concerns about future inflation and the plummeting value of the
dollar, the Federal Reserve abruptly changed direction. They slowed
the rate of growth of the money supply starting in 1 987, bringing
growth to a halt in the third quarter.
With this dramatic reversal in monetary policy, the Federal Reserve
declared its intention t6 cease financing excessive U.S. spending.
But if spending slows, which it must if the money supply slows,
then firms will sell less and we face the prospect of a recession.
Also, since money demand will far exceed the supply, we could
expect large increases in interest rates which would further depress
interest-sensitive consumer and investment spending.
All that was necessary to start a stock market decline was to have
investors become increasingly unsure of future economic conditions.
During 1987. the combination of economic uncertainty and a sense
that stock market values were higher than the underlying economy
justified made a market panic possible.
Recent institutional developments in financial markets made the
situation ever more volatile. The concentrated control of stocks
among institutional investors, combined with instantaneous program-
med trading of enormous blocks of stocks, created a disaster waiting
to happen. Investors sensing a pending recession and higher interest
rates started dumping stocks; institutional investors, not wanting to
get caught in a panic, started a stampede.
Our contention is that the herd would have gone in the same
direction, by perhaps the same magnitude, even in the absence of
new market techniques. It may have taken longer, but the adjustment
was inevitable given the underlying factors discussed earlier.
What happens next? If consumer spending falls sharply, the
economy could go into a recession. But a gradual slowing of
consumer spending will lessen the threat of inflation and. simultane-
ously, improve the trade balance as the demand for imports falls.
This would allow the Federal Reserve to return to a policy of moderate
growth and avoid interest rate increases. Under this optimistic
scenario the economy may continue growing as we gradually shift
from a consumption- to an export-led expansion.
This positive outlook for the near term requires, however, that
Federal deficit spending be significantly reduced. In order to begin
the long, painful process of reducing our foreign debt, the U.S.
economy must substitute domestic for foreign saving. This shift will
be impossible until dissaving by the Federal government is reduced.
We can regain control over our domestic economy and reduce the
instability in financial markets, but only if we are willing to make
the difficult political decisions necessary to reduce Federal deficit
spending.
The recall turns in the U.S. stock market has been a major concern
to the JOO-pItts business administration and economics majors in Dr.
dine and Dr. Gentenaar's classes. So the professors of economics
decided to relay their thoughts about the issue to news from Hope
readers. Cline has been on the faculty since 1975 while Gentenaar
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